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Abstract 
 

The use of allografts for the treatment of critical size cartilage defects holds disadvantages 

including the limited number of donors and the compromised chondrocyte viability. These 

limitations have prompted researchers to explore different options, such as cartilage engineering.  

Bioprinting, a promising tissue engineering technique, could be used to fabricate biomimetic 

constructs that can potentially replace allografts. The present study explores the generation of a 

biomimetic chondrocyte density gradient in full-thickness bioprinted Alginate/NFC scaffolds with a 

PCL framework and investigates the effect of this zonal distribution of cells on the production of 

cartilage matrix within the scaffolds. To this end, two types of scaffolds were bioprinted; one with a 

graded three-zone distribution of cells (bottom zone: 5×106 cells/ml, middle zone: 10×106 cells/ml, 

top zone: 20×106 cells/ml), and another with a homogeneous cell density (10×106 cells/ml) and 

cultured for 25 days. Furthermore, the mechanical properties of the multi-material scaffolds were 

evaluated. The results showed that a three-zone cell density gradient could be achieved using 

extrusion-based bioprinting. The gradient was maintained for 25 days in scaffolds cultured in non-

chondrogenic media (absence of ascorbic acid) but was transformed into a two-zone gradient 

within the first 14 days, in cultures with chondrogenic media (presence of ascorbic acid in the 

medium), and maintained as such until the end of the experiment. The zonal distribution of cells 

led to a zonal distribution of sGAGs, after 14 days of culture, with the sGAGs deposition being 

increased in the areas of high cell density. However, there was no significant Collagen deposition 

within the scaffolds at any time point during the experiment. This study attempts to shed light into 

one of the gradients of the native cartilage tissue (cell density gradient), with the hope of 

contributing to the development of a biomimetic fully functional engineered cartilage scaffold in 

the future. 
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1. Introduction
1.1 Articular Cartilage: Characteristics and Functions 

Articular cartilage is a subcategory of hyaline cartilage, and is an avascular, aneural, rubber-like, 

tissue that covers the ends of bones at the joints (Huber et al. 2000). The main functions of 

articular cartilage are the facilitation of the smooth movement of bones at the joints, and the 

protection of the bones from impacting during load-bearing activities (Roseti et al. 2017). The 

absence of blood vessels in cartilage leads in a very slow tissue turnover compared to other 

tissues, since the generation of hematoma -which is the first step in any biological healing process- 

is prevented (Huber et al. 2000). The living component of cartilage is solely made up of 

chondrocytes, a specialized, differentiated type of cells which produces and maintains the 

cartilage’s ECM. The extracellular matrix (ECM) of cartilage is composed mainly of 

glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), proteoglycans (PGs) and collagen in the form of fibers, along which, 

the chondrocytes are orientated. Chondrocytes receive their nutrition through the diffusion of the 

synovial fluid, as a result of the tissue’s mechanical movement (Getgood et al. 2009). The current 

thesis project focuses on the articular cartilage of the human femoral condyle. Figure 1 sums up 

the main characteristics and functions of the articular cartilage. 

 

Figure 1: The main characteristics and functions of articular cartilage (adjusted from https://www.arthritis-

health.com/types/joint-anatomy/what-cartilage). 

 

https://www.arthritis-health.com/types/joint-anatomy/what-cartilage
https://www.arthritis-health.com/types/joint-anatomy/what-cartilage
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1.2 Zonal Characteristics of Cartilage 

 

Cartilage may macroscopically look like a dense, isotropic tissue; however, this is far from true. 

Cartilage is, in fact, a graded tissue that exhibits a regional organization of its components; both 

living and non-living. Based on this specific organization, cartilage is divided into three horizontal 

layers: the superficial layer, the middle layer, and the deep layer (Ansari et al. 2019). Underneath 

the deep layer, there is a layer of calcified cartilage that acts as an intermediate layer between the 

cartilage and the subchondral bone (Huber et al. 2000). Chondrocytes of each layer exhibit 

differences compared to the chondrocytes of other layers regarding the morphology (size and 

shape), the arrangement within the cartilage ECM, and the metabolic activity (Huber et al. 2000). 

Moreover, the cells’ density changes between the three zones with the zone having the highest 

cell density, and the deep zone having the lowest cell density (Huber et al. 2000). Figure 2 depicts 

the cartilage structure described above. Each of the three cartilage layers can be distinguished 

from the others due to differences in collagen and proteoglycan content and in the alignment of 

collagen fibers (Daly et al. 2017). These variations in matrix composition and inner structure of the 

tissue bring upon zone-specific properties to the tissue and enable it to act as a shock absorber 

and a load distributor (Daly et al. 2017). The specific properties of each zone are described below. 

The tangential zone (or superficial zone), which is in contact with the synovial fluid, is the thinnest 

zone of the articular cartilage taking up 10%-20% of the total cartilage thickness (Klein et al. 2009, 

Fox et al. 2009 , Zhang et al. 2009). The chondrocytes in this region are elongated in the direction 

parallel to the surface, and the cell density is maximum compared to the other cartilage zones 

(Beck et al. 2013, Fox et al. 2009, Nooeaid et al. 2012). A characteristic example is the medial 

femoral condyle, where the number of chondrocytes per unit cartilage volume in the superficial 

zone is (24.0 ± 7.5) × 106 cells/ml (Quinn et al. 2013). The collagen fibers in the region are thickly 

packed and arranged parallel to each other and to the cartilage surface, providing high tensile 

properties and resistance to shear stress (Huber et al. 2000). 

The transitional zone (or middle zone) lies below the superficial zone and occupies 40%-60% 

(Ansari et al. 2019) of the total cartilage thickness (Klein et al. 2009). It is composed of rounded 

chondrocytes and a medium cell density. For the example of the medial femoral condyle, the cell 

density of the transitional zone is (10.3 ± 1.1) × 106 chondrocytes/ml (Quinn et al. 2013). In this 

region, the collagen fibers are arched and randomly oriented, while the proteoglycan content is 

increased compared to the superficial zone (Huber et al. 2000). The mechanical properties of this 

zone are intermediate to those of the neighboring zones.  

Finally, the radial zone (or deep zone) is the zone right above the calcified cartilage and takes up 

30%-40% of the cartilage’s total thickness. The chondrocytes occupying this layer are rounded or 

ellipsoid and are organized in columns perpendicular to the articular surface (Beck et al. 2013, Fox 

et al. 2009, Nooeaid et al. 2012). In this zone, the cell density is the lowest among the cartilage 

zones, with a value of (7.7 ± 2.0) × 106 chondrocytes/ml, for the example of the medial femoral 

condyle (Quinn et al. 2013). According to an earlier study, the decrease of the chondrocyte density 

when moving from the tangential zone to the transitional and radial zones, is 59% and 67%, 
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respectively (Ducheyne et al. 2008). As far as the mechanical properties of the deep zone are 

concerned, the collagen network is oriented perpendicularly to the subchondral bone. This 

structure in combination with the high proteoglycan content provides the zone with high 

compressive strength (Huber et al. 2000, Klein et al. 2009). Figure 2 shows differences in cell 

morphology and orientation as well as in extracellular matrix fiber arrangement along the thickness 

of the cartilage (Ansari et al. 2019). Figure 3 shows the most important biochemical and 

mechanical gradients observed in the cartilage and how they fluctuate when moving from one 

cartilage zone to another. 

 

Figure 2: Illustration of a cartilage unit. The figure depicts the differences in cell morphology and cell density, as 

well as in extracellular matrix fiber arrangement along the cartilage’s thickness (Ansari et al. 2019). 

 

 

Figure 3: Illustration of some of the most important gradients of the articular cartilage. As the cellular and 

molecular compositions of the articular cartilage vary from the superficial zone to the radial zone and porosity 

increases, a depth-dependent change is induced in the mechanical properties of the articular cartilage. A deeper 

color along the cartilage zones represents an increase of the included characteristics, while, conversely, a lighter 

color indicates a decrease of the included features (Ansari et al. 2019). 
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1.3 Cartilage Injury & Treatment Strategies 

Articular cartilage is damaged relatively often, either naturally over the course of time, or due to 

disease or focal trauma. Because of the cartilage’s limited regenerative capacity, the surface of the 

injured tissue tends to be covered with a layer of fibrous, scar tissue, which is commonly inferior in 

quality to the original cartilage, with reduced mechanical and biochemical characteristics (Varady 

et al. 2016, Ahern et al. 2009). Moreover, without any nerves to “sense” the injury, the cartilage 

usually continues to wear-off without any pronounced symptoms, until the defect is extended to 

the full thickness of the cartilage, or even to the subchondral bone (Brittberg et al. 2016). Without 

proper treatment, these (osteo)chondral lesions can cause pain to the patients, deteriorating their 

life quality and mobility and could eventually lead to the development of osteoarthritis (OA) 

(Brittberg et al. 2016, Ahern et al. 2009). Figure 4  depicts a healthy knee joint versus a knee joint 

with an injury of the articular cartilage. Osteoarthritis, one of the main causes of cartilage 

degeneration worldwide, affected 303 million people globally in 2017 (James et al. 2018), and 

besides the effect on the individual patients, this situation deeply affects the health care system as 

well, resulting in enormous costs for health care (Roseti & Grigolo 2017).  

         

Figure 4: (a) Healthy knee articular cartilage. (b) Damaged knee articular cartilage [from Mayo Clinic]. 

Over the past years, various joint resurfacing treatments (surgical techniques and cell‐based 

therapies) have been proposed in order to reverse the problems emerging from chondral 

damages. The most widely-known treatments include debridement with subsequent tissue 

stimulation, microfracture, implantation of autologous or allogenic osteochondral grafts, and 

autologous chondrocyte implantation (Ahern et al. 2009, Pettit et al. 2017, Monzon et al. 2018). If 

these treatments fail or the disease is diagnosed at a very late stage, the patients may need to be 

subjected to a total joint replacement surgery. A summary of the treatment methods can be seen 

in Figure 5. 

(a) (b) 
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Debridement and tissue stimulation is a two-step process which involves removal of the damaged 

piece of cartilage without replacing it, while stimulating the bone marrow to produce new 

chondrocytes for the production of cartilage ECM. This treatment is considered minimally invasive, 

but it has been shown to have the least predictable outcome and does not have a significant effect 

on the repair of larger defects (Nukavarapu et al. 2013, Getgood et al. 2009).  

Microfracture is an invasive technique, used for small cartilage lesions, that causes controlled 

damage (3 – 4 mm deep holes) to the subchondral bone so that blood and MSCs can flow 

through it and initiate the healing process (Nukavarapu et al. 2013). Microfracture is relatively easy 

to perform, is cheap, and well tolerated by the patients, but tends to produce a fibrocartilagenous 

repair tissue, which mostly allows symptom relief for up to 2 years (Getgood et al. 2009). Therefore 

it is considered an effective solution for pain relief and it can slow down the cartilage damage at 

the joint, for a short period of time. On the other hand, it requires extensive postoperative 

rehabilitation and it may not provide a satisfying long-term prognosis, especially in young patients 

(Nukavarapu et al. 2013). 

Autologous osteochondral grafting is a treatment method in which a healthy cartilage graft 

originating from the patient’s body (isolated from a non-weight bearing cartilage area) is used to 

replace the injured cartilage. Even though this procedure can produce hyaline cartilage within the 

defect, the biomechanical and topographical properties between the graft and the recipient site 

cartilage tend to differ (Getgood et al. 2009). Although osteochondral grafts demonstrate 

satisfactory results, this method has many limitations, including the multiple wound sites that could 

risk the integrity of the joint (Nukavarapu et al. 2013), (Haene et al. 2012). Moreover, the defect 

size is a limiting factor for this process, when it comes to a single plug transfer, due to limited 

donor site availability. The transfer of multiple smaller plugs, to cover a larger defect area, has 

been investigated (mosaicplasty) but remains technically demanding and usually yields poor graft 

incorporation in the gaps between the plugs and native cartilage (Getgood et al. 2009). 

Allogeneic osteochondral grafting is a strategy similar to the autologous grafting with the 

difference that the cartilage graft used to replace the injured cartilage, is now originating from the 

body of a donor. This technique is usually employed in cases of large (osteo)chondral defects, 

where there is substantial loss of bone and/or cartilage. Osteochondral allograft 

transplantation allows the implantation of biomechanically and topographically similar hyaline 

cartilage into a defect site and is particularly useful in young patients where joint replacement is 

not a viable option (Getgood et al. 2009). The reported results from the application of this 

treatment are good; however, the main limitations include the limited number of donors and the 

chondrocyte viability. To overcome the last limitation, fresh allografting has been preferred over 

frozen, but this raises the risk of rejection and disease transmission (Getgood et al. 2009), 

(Nukavarapu et al. 2013, Haene et al. 2012).  As a result, in most countries the high cost and the 

scarceness of fresh donors (de Caro et al. 2015) has restricted this procedure to young patients 

with no other treatment options.  

Autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) is used for medium and large-sized lesions, and is the 

only truly restorative method for cartilage damage. At first, an arthroscopic evaluation is 

https://www-sciencedirect-com.tudelft.idm.oclc.org/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/allotransplantation
https://www-sciencedirect-com.tudelft.idm.oclc.org/topics/medicine-and-dentistry/allotransplantation
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performed, followed by a biopsy in order to collect small pieces of the patient's own healthy 

cartilage (obtained from a non-weight bearing area), which contain autologous chondrocytes 

(Nukavarapu et al. 2013). After harvesting the tissue, the chondrocytes are isolated, and cultured in 

the lab for expansion. Finally, they are transplanted arthroscopically onto the injured area and are 

covered with a periosteal flap or a collagen membrane to prevent dislocation (Nukavarapu et al. 

2013, Medvedeva et al. 2018, Omelyanenko et al. 2018, Getgood et al. 2009). This technique has 

been reported to have good to excellent results in a number of studies, while significantly less 

failures than the autografting after 10 years (Brittberg et al. 1994, Gillogly et al. 1998, Peterson et 

al. 2002), (Saris et al. 2009, Van Assche et al. 2011, Vanlauwe et al. 2011, Bentley et al. 2012, 

Katagiri et al. 2017). However, disadvantages still exist. Multiple surgeries are required, the 

availability of donor sites is limited and the risk of chondrocytes losing their natural phenotype 

during culture (de-differentiate into fibrocartilage) prevent this method from being applied 

effectively to larger-scale defects (Getgood et al. 2009). Moreover, there is a high probability of 

periosteal hypertrophy which requires debridement of the graft and the cost is increased 

compared to other alternatives (Getgood et al. 2009). 

Despite the large number of potential treatments for cartilage repair, obstacles such as the 

formation of fibrocartilage and the lack of donors make it challenging to achieve a clear 

therapeutic effect. As a result, many patients need to undergo a total joint replacement, a long, 

heavy and expensive surgery during which parts of an arthritic or damaged joint are removed and 

replaced with a metal, plastic or ceramic device called prosthesis. The prosthesis is designed to 

replicate the movement of a normal, healthy joint and due to its lifespan (15-20 years for knee 

replacement (Fang et al. 2015) it is suggested mostly for older, less active patients (Fang et al. 

2015). This treatment option cannot always guarantee the relief of symptoms or alleviate the need 

for repetition surgery, because of common issues related to infection, loosening or dislocation of 

the prosthesis.  

Based on the available treatments listed above and their results, it can be concluded that pain 

reduction and partial restoration of small cartilage lesions have been achieved, to some extent. 

(Theodoridis et al. 2019). However, regarding the repair of large size defects, which are usually 

symptomatic and have a bigger impact on joint homeostasis, these methods have palliative effects 

and do not offer complete tissue regeneration. Therefore, treating the critical-size cartilage defects 

(defects that cannot heal on their own without medical intervention) is becoming the focus of 

increased interest from researchers who wish to relieve the patients from pain, improve the knee 

function and prevent the progression of degenerative diseases of the joint, stemming from this 

type of defects. An alternative approach, which holds the potential to improve the outcome of 

current therapies, is cartilage engineering and this study aims to shed some light to the 

engineering of scaffolds intended for use in critical-size cartilage defects.  
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Figure 5: Images of the most common cartilage repair techniques used in the clinic. (a) Microfracture. (b) 

Autografting-Mosaicplasty. (c) Allograft implantation. (d) Autologous chondrocyte implantation. (e) Total joint 

replacement. Images (a) – (d) have been modified and reproduced from Getgood et al. 2009. 

1.4 Cartilage Engineering 

Tissue engineering approaches for cartilage regeneration combine a support structure called 

“scaffold” with cells and a variety of growth factors which induce cell attachment, proliferation 

(and/or differentiation) and ECM production. This biomimetic approach aims to create a piece of 

artificial tissue which could eventually be implanted into the human body in order to replace the 

damaged tissue and ignite regeneration. To ensure that the implanted scaffolds achieve proper 

tissue regeneration, they must accurately reflect native tissue architecture and biological function 

(Bittner et al. 2017). 

Many techniques have been proposed in the literature for the generation of cartilage scaffolds, 

such as freeze-drying (Lukanina et al. 2018), ECM decellularization (Pati et al. 2017), 3D printing 

(Nowicki et al. 2016), and bioprinting (Ren et al. 2016). The selection of the most suitable 

(a) (b) 

(c) 

(d) (e) 
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technique depends on the desired scaffold properties each study aims for, and on the desired 

outcome (e.g. detailed and accurate architecture vs. fast fabrication, or introduction of cells to the 

scaffold via cell seeding vs. via cell bioprinting). Among the above techniques, bioprinting is the 

most recently developed one and it holds great advantages related to lower risk of rejection, and 

uniform tissue growth in vivo (Kačarević et al. 2017). The neo-tissue homogeneity rises from the 

homogeneously distributed cell-laden scaffolds, since cell placement is performed during the 

fabrication step and not post-fabrication, as is the case with cell seeding (Kačarević et al. 2017). A 

diagram of a typical bioprinting process, depicting all the necessary steps and components, is 

presented in Figure 6. 

1.4.1 Bioprinting Techniques  

The most common bioprinting techniques currently used for patterning of biomaterials are: inkjet-

based bioprinting, extrusion-based bioprinting, laser-assisted bioprinting, and laser-based 

bioprinting (stereolithography) (Murphy et al. 2014, Bittner et al. 2017, Kačarević et al. 2017). A 

summary of the techniques is presented in Figure 7. 

Inkjet bioprinting is the most commonly used printing method, during which small droplets of 

bioinks are deposited onto a substrate base with the help of a print head. This method has the 

advantage of printing clinically relevant size scaffolds fast and with high resolution and thus it can 

be used in a variety of applications such as cell and DNA printing (Bittner et al. 2017). Cell viability 

after printing with this method remains at high levels because the shear stress imposed on cells 

can be avoided by using a nozzle-free ejection system (Murphy et al. 2014). A downside to the 

inkjet technology is the need for a tradeoff between the viscosity of the biomaterial and maximum 

ejecting force applied from the machine, and which limits the number of materials that can be 

used (Murphy et al. 2014). As an example of publication using this method, Li et al. 2015 

generated a stable multilayered hydrogel scaffold of millimeter-scale using the inkjet printing of 

two different bioinks. The resulting scaffolds were geometrically uniform and demonstrated high 

cell viability and normal cellular functions. 

Microextrusion is a common and affordable technique according to which a robotically controlled 

printing head facilitates the extrusion of a material, which is deposited onto a substrate by a 

microextrusion head. Typical microextrusion bioprinters use one or more printing heads for the 

handling of several materials at the same time. Their resolution and speed are not as good as in 

bioprinters utilized by other methods, but a variety of materials can be printed using this technique 

(Murphy et al. 2014). The materials compatible with microextrusion printers include hydrogels and 

some biocompatible polymers, like PCL. An important advantage of the microextrusion method is 

the ability to seed the printed scaffolds with very high cell densities close to those of the native 

tissue. Cell viability after microextrusion bioprinting depends on the extrusion pressure and the 

nozzle size and is lower than that of inkjet bioprinting, due to the shear stresses inflicted on cells 

during printing (Chang et al. 2008). Low pressure and large nozzle sizes can maintain cell viability 

at acceptable levels for tissue functionality (>70%), but that, in turn, decreases the resolution and 

printing speed (Murphy et al. 2014). Lately, many studies have reported high cell viability after 

scaffold bioprinting, but viability alone is not a reliable measure since besides being alive it is also 
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important for the cells to perform their essential functions within the generated scaffold (Murphy 

et al. 2014).  Gao et al. 2018 utilized thermal-assisted extrusion in order to print the high strength 

PNT hydrogels with a chemical gradient. TGF-β1 and β-TCP particles were printed in the top and 

bottom layers of the scaffolds, respectively. The generated gradient scaffolds exhibited desirable 

mechanical properties and managed to maintain high fidelity and architecture. In vivo implantation 

in rats further verified that the generated scaffold could promote regeneration of osteochondral 

tissue, rendering microextrusion as a reliable tool in tissue engineering. 

Laser-assisted bioprinting uses a pulsed laser beam to heat a solution containing biological 

material (e.g., growth factors, cells, etc.), and then it transfers the vaporized material to the 

scaffold, where it deposits it without any damage from the laser (Bittner et al. 2017, Murphy et al. 

2014). This scaffold-free technique yields very high cell viabilities (>95%) and a resolution between 

10–50 µm (Murphy 2014), with some studies ever reporting an accuracy of a singular cell per 

droplet (Keriquel 2017). This method could be used for the generation of spatially gradated or 

chemically gradated constructs, but it is expensive and faces serious limitations regarding the 

stability and the size of the scaffolds that can be created, which render it inappropriate for 

osteochondral or cartilage tissue engineering (Bittner et al. 2017, Kačarević et al. 2017). 

Lastly, stereolithography is an additive manufacturing method which is used to fuse together a bed 

of small particles using a high energy laser. The particles aimed by the laser melt and fuse together 

in a two-dimensional plane (Bittner et al. 2017). A 3D structure is generated by adding each layer 

on top of the previous one and sintered both layers together (Bittner et al. 2017). This nozzle-free 

technology can create high resolution, complex, internal architectures, ideal for specific 

applications, without the negative effects of shear pressure. However, this method can exhibit cell 

damage due to the use of UV light and the adverse cytotoxic effects of photoinitiators. Intra-layer 

heterogeneity is hard to achieve due to the mixing of particles after the addition of new powder 

on top of an already existing one (Bittner et al. 2017). Du et al. 2017 used this method to create an 

osteochondral scaffold using PCL and HA microspheres. The scaffolds derived using this method 

supported cell adhesion and proliferation in vitro, while exhibiting excellent biocompatibility. 

Given its accessibility and the wide range of biomaterials that can be used with extrusion 

bioprinting, the current research project used this method to fabricate the cartilage scaffolds. 

 
Figure 6: A general process for bioprinting 3D tissues. . Cells are isolated from an organism, cultured in plates in 

order to proliferate and then are mixed with a biocompatible hydrogel. Then, the cell-embedded hydrogels are 

printed to create the scaffolds, which can then be used for transplantation into a patient, or for in vitro studies 

(Modified by Mandrycky et al. 2015). 
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Figure 7: Illustrations of the main different bioprinting methods. (a) Inkjet bioprinters deposit small droplets of 

hydrogel and cells to build tissue layer-by-layer. (b) Microextrusion bioprinters deposit a cell-laden liquid solution 

via pneumatic or manual force. (c) Laser-assisted bioprinting uses a laser to rapidly heat a donor layer (green), 

which forms a bubble propelling the bioink onto the substrate. (d) Stereolithography bioprinters use UV or visible 

light to selectively cross-link bioinks layer by layer to build a 3D construct (Foyt et al. 2018). 

1.4.2 Gradient Scaffolds 

It is essential that the existing gradients between the cartilage zones, described before, be studied 

and introduced to the modern tissue engineering approaches for the generation of scaffolds 

suitable for cartilage reconstruction. 

Graded scaffolds aim to mimic the native tissue as closely as possible and for that they need to 

include the tissue’s highly graded organization, chemical gradients, and mechanical properties in 

their structure (Bracaglia et al. 2017). Tissues such as the cartilage tissue are associated with a 

gradient of chemical composition and cell phenotypes which result in complex physical and 

mechanical properties (Bracaglia et al. 2017). The main gradients types can be classified into three 

categories: the physical gradients (Nowicki et al. 2016), the biological gradients (Levato et al. 

2017), and the chemical gradients (Gao et al. 2018, Chen et al. 2018, Bracaglia et al. 2017). These 

gradient types can also be combined to generate a more complicated structure which mimics the 

native tissue as closely as possible. For example, Jeon et al. 2013 used a combination of 

biochemical and physical gradients to control stem cell behavior. The stiffness gradient was 

achieved by photocrosslinking the agent’s microparticles using two different degrees of 

methacrylation, while the chemical gradient was achieved by mixing both TGF-β1 and BMP-2 

growth factors in the hydrogel, before crosslinking. These gradients proved capable of regulating 

the number of encapsulated hMSCs and their differentiation towards bone or cartilage producing 

cells. 
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From the many studies introducing a gradient to their respective scaffolds, only one study (Ren et 

al. 2016) – to our knowledge – has attempted to investigate the cell density gradient using 

bioprinting. However, the study only focused on the biological effects of the density gradient, 

while the mechanical properties of the resulting graded scaffolds were not evaluated. Based on the 

above observation, it appears that there is a “gap” in the literature regarding research that focuses 

the effects of a cell density gradient and at the same time evaluates the mechanical properties of 

the scaffolds. The current project aims to investigate whether it is possible to generate a cell 

density gradient in engineered scaffolds using bioprinting, and the effect of such a gradient in 

tissue formation. 

1.4.3 Biomaterial Selection 

The first step into bioprinting a cartilage scaffold is the selection of the appropriate biomaterials for 

the specific application. Over the years, with the evolution of bioprinting, much research has been 

conducted in the field of biomaterials. Different biomaterials are constantly tested to create 

biomimetic scaffolds that could be used inside the human body, in direct contact with living cells, 

and provide these cells with the appropriate physical and mechanical cues for tissue biosynthesis. 

The most widely accepted requirements a biomaterial must fulfil to be considered a good 

candidate for bioprinting tissue scaffolds are printability, permeability, biodegradability, 

cytotoxicity, viscoelasticity, and bioactivity (Figure 8). 

A large group of biomaterials, which has been proven appealing for cartilage engineering, is 

hydrogels. Most hydrogels are biocompatible, show low cytotoxicity, and their high water content 

allows the easy encapsulation of cells and provides a physical similarity to the native extracellular 

matrix of cartilage (Mouser et al. 2020). Some hydrogels even possess lubricating and load-

transferring properties, and are capable of maintaining the natural chondrocyte phenotype 

(Mouser et al. 2020). However, in most cases hydrogels exhibit low shape fidelity, due to low 

viscosity, and insufficient mechanical properties. Therefore, the hydrogels’ properties need to be 

tuned to meet the requirements for accurate printing and support of the biological processes. This 

could be achieved by mixing together natural polymers and synthetic materials seems to diminish 

the disadvantages of every single component, while achieving better results than when the 

materials are used separately (Yang et al. 2017, Gopinathan et al. 2018, Unterman et al. 2012).  

Many studies have used dual-material scaffolds with different combinations of hydrogels and 

thermo-polymers to benefit from the advantages of both materials (Ruiz-Cantu et al. 2020, Lee et 

al. 2014, Daly et al. 2016, Kang et al. 2016, Shim et al. 2016, Castilho et al. 2018). The main 

hydrogel materials currently used for regenerative medicine purposes are based either on natural 

polymers isolated from animal tissues (such as alginate, collagen, and hyaluronic acid) or on 

synthetic polymers (such as GelMA and PEGMA). Natural polymers are more similar to animal or 

human ECM, while synthetic polymers can be synthesized with specific properties to fit specific 

applications (Murphy et al. 2014).   

Alginate, the most common natural hydrogel, exhibits great biocompatibility and low 

immunogenicity, but its printing is challenging because it highly depends on the printing 

temperature. An Alginate/nanocellulose composite has been tested to improve the printability and 
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shape fidelity of Alginate (Mouser et al. 2020, Apelgren et al. 2017, Markstedt et al. 2015). 

Nanocellulose increased the viscosity of the blend and induced a pseudo-plastic behavior to it 

which resulted in constructs with higher shape-fidelity, while at the same time promoting cell 

adhesion, and cartilage-specific matrix deposition (Mouser et al. 2020, Apelgren et al. 2017, Ávila 

et al. 2016, Markstedt et al. 2015).  

Another hydrogel which has been widely studied in cartilage engineering is collagen. Collagen 

constitutes the main component of the cartilage ECM, and collagen-based hydrogels exhibit great 

biocompatibility and biodegradation, without causing inflammation. Collagen scaffolds have been 

reported to promote MSCs adhesion and chondrogenesis, and maintain CCs phenotype, but their 

poor mechanical properties render chemical cross-linking necessary (Ren et al. 2016, Ibusuki et al. 

2009). Hyaluronic acid (HA) is a new biomaterial which has gained much attention lately due to its 

remarkable results regarding neo-cartilage formation (Levett et al. 2014). HA supports cell 

attachment through surface receptors (Neuman et al. 2015) and recent studies have shown that 

stem cells embedded in HA hydrogels are able to maintain their multipotency and can differentiate 

towards the chondrogenic phenotype (Sakai et al. 2018). In order to enhance the mechanical 

properties of HA cartilage scaffolds, HA-based bioink was co-printed with polylactic acid (PLA) and 

was found to increase the expression of chondrogenic markers and the deposition of cartilage-

specific matrix.  These results indicate that it is a promising bioink candidate for cartilage tissue 

engineering based in 3D bioprinting (Antich et al. 2020). 

An alternative to the natural polymers mentioned above is GelMA, which has been used a lot in 

literature, due to its ability to mimic ECM (Du et al. 2015). This can be indicated by the large 

number of studies using GelMA for their respective scaffolds (Ruiz-Cantu et al. 2020, Castilho et al. 

2018, Levato et al. 2017, Daly et al. 2016). GelMA is a great alternative because it has better 

printability and – contrary to alginate – it is bioactive, in the sense that it promotes the cells’ 

attachment in the material; even though some studies indicated that this property, combined with 

its higher stiffness, promotes a more fibroblastic phenotype for chondrocytes (Daly et al. 2016). 

The incorporation of HAMA in gelMA/gellan bio-ink has been proven to increase filament stability, 

and allow the chondrogenic differentiation of ACPCs and MSCs (Mouser et al. 2020). 

From the soft hydrogels presented above, Collagen had already been tested as a bioink for the 

generation of a cell density gradient by (Ren et al. 2016). According to this study the cell density 

gradient could not be maintained in scaffolds of 3 mm height (thickness of  human articular 

cartilage), which indicates that collagen might be too soft to maintain a zonal structure and allows 

the fusion of the different bioprinted zones of the hydrogel, even after crosslinking. Therefore, this 

material is not ideal for the purpose of the present study and was excluded. At the same time, the 

selection of a bioink compatible with our Cellink BIO-X bioprinter was very important for achieving 

optimal results during the biofabrication process. Hence, the use of biomaterials that were 

produced by the same company as the printer was decided. Pure hyaluronic acid was not available 

by Cellink, so the final choice was made between an Alginate-based hydrogel (CELLINK Bioink, 

Cellink) and a GelMA-based hydrogel (GelMA C, Cellink). Both hydrogels contained highly 

hydrated cellulose nanofibrils (nanocellulose) for enhanced printability. The final selection between 
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the two bioinks was made based on the cell phenotype each of the hydrogels induced. According 

to abovementioned findings (Daly et al. 2016) and priliminary bioprinting tests using both 

hydrogels, it was demonstrated that the Alginate-based hydrogel maintained a round chondrocyte 

phenotype, while the GelMA-based hydrogel promoted a  more elongated one. Hence, the 

Alginate/nanocellulose hydrogel was selected over the GelMA/nanocellulose, for the encapsulation 

of the chondrocytes.  

To reinforce the scaffolds’ mechanical properties, researchers have used meshes or frameworks 

made of thermoplastic polymers which were printed together with low-stiffness hydrogels. 

Alginate’s mechanical properties have been enhanced in multiple studies with the use of PCL (Daly 

et al. 2016, Lee et al. 2014). Similar PCL reinforcements have also been tested to different 

hydrogels such as Agarose (Daly et al. 2016), Collagen II (Ren et al. 2016), GelMA (Daly et al. 2016, 

Castilho et al. 2018), and PEGMA (Daly et al. 2016). Also, a study working with a HA-based bioink, 

co-printed the hydrogels with polylactic acid (PLA) to enhance their mechanical properties (Ansari 

et al. 2020). Therefore, to tackle the poor stiffness of the selected hydrogel and its average nozzle 

fidelity, the use of polycaprolactone (PCL) was decided, due to its great stability and mechanical 

properties which allow PCL to maintain the shape of the scaffolds, much like a skeleton gives 

shape and support to the human body.  

 

Figure 8: Requirements for selecting a bioink for cartilage scaffolds using extrusion bioprinting (Gopinathan et al. 

2018, Desimone et al. 2015, Parak et al. 2019). 

1.5 Project Objectives 

All in all, the main objective of the current project is the fabrication of a graded cartilage scaffold 

with a biomimetic cell density gradient and enhanced mechanical properties, using extrusion 

bioprinting. Following the successful generation of the gradient, a second objective is the 

investigation of the effect the gradient has on the biosynthesis of cartilage ECM. 
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2. Materials and Methods 
2.1 Experimental Procedures 

2.1.1 Parametric Study – Optimization of Printing Parameters 

Before starting to print, an optimization of the printing parameters (temperature, pressure and 

speed) for the selected materials was necessary. The nozzle size had been determined as the 

smallest possible (i.e. 0.2 mm) based on some preliminary results regarding the resolution and 

thickness of the printed fibers. A first estimation of the parameters’ values can be obtained from 

the materials application sheet provided by the manufacturer (Cellink). The suggested values 

provided by Cellink are presented in Figure 9 (PCL) and Table 1 (Bioink). 

 

Figure 9: Cellink’s chart with the recommended pressures for PCL, according to the nozzle size and the print 

speed. The company recommends to use the above parameters during printing with PCL. It is also recommended 

to start printing with PCL with a temperature of 180
o
C (Cellink PCL Application Note, 15 February 2019). 

Table 1: Cellink’s table with the recommended pressures for Bioink, according to the nozzle size and the print 

speed. These values are the minimal extrusion values (± 2 kPa) used for printing continuous filaments at 20-25
o
C 

with cells
/without cells. ‘With cells’ assumes a mixture of one part cell suspension to ten parts hydrogel. For highly 

concentrated cell suspensions, the pressure needs to be increased towards the pressure used for the undiluted 

hydrogel. *Note: this is only a recommended reference of starting pressures. The actual pressure needed will vary 

depending on the amount and actual temperature of the bioink, as well as on the fitting of the piston in the 

cartridge and the leveling of the print surface (Cellink Bioink Bioprinting Protocol, 21 March 2019). 
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Each of the PCL structures was assigned a different combination of pressure and temperature, with 

the printing speed constant at 4 mm/sec. Pressure values varied between 170 kPa – 200 kPa, with 

a 10 kPa increment, and temperature values varied between 210 oC – 250 oC, with a 10 oC 

increment. For the alginate-based structures, each one was printed with a different combination of 

pressure and speed, with the pressure varying between 15 mm/s – 30 mm/s, with a 5 mm/s 

increment, and the speed varying between 15 mm/s – 30 mm/s, with a 5 mm/s increment. The 

printing temperature was constant and since it was not controlled by the print head or the nozzle, 

it was considered as room temperature (RT). In order to achieve the highest resolution of the 

printed characteristics, the smallest available cylindrical nozzles were utilized for both designs (Ø 

0.2 mm). Based on the different combinations of printing parameters described above, a total 

number of 20 and 16 experimental conditions were tested for the PCL and the alginate-based 

hydrogel, respectively.  

For the PCL parameters, an 8 mm by 8 mm object with a height of 0.4 mm was designed. The infill 

density was set at 10% in order to have enough empty space between the fibers, to measure their 

width. The height of 0.4 mm allowed for two layers to be printed so that a larger number of fibers’ 

widths could be included in the measurements. For the Alginate-based hydrogel, a 40 mm long, 

10 mm wide object with height of 0.2 mm, was designed, to test the printability of the ink in larger 

distances (Webb et al. 2017). An infill density of 5% was selected to convert the object in an 

alternating line before printing. Solidworks Student edition 2019-2020 software was used to design 

both objects. The .stl files were then converted into G-Code files using Slic3r. All structures were 

printed using the BIO-X bioprinter (Cellink). After printing, the images of the printed lines with a 

scale bar were acquired using the Keyence VHX-5000 microscope, and the thickness of each line 

was measured at seventeen locations (for the PCL structures) and fourteen locations (for the 

hydrogel structures) using ImageJ (NIH, USA). 

The parameter optimization for the PCL was performed based on the best trade-off between the 

highest geometrical accuracy (the dimensions of the printed constructs closest to the dimensions 

of the designed construct) and uniform thickness of the fibers along their length. On the other 

hand, the parameter optimization for the bioink was performed using the parameter optimization 

index (POI), as described in Webb et al. 2017. The calculation of the POI was used for the 

assessment of the bioprint results, from a range of printing parameters, in a standardized manner. 

The POI calculation is based on the idea of minimizing the shear stress applied on the bioink, and 

on the encapsulated cells, while ensuring maximum geometric accuracy. The correlation of 

printing accuracy and shear stress with the printing parameters (speed, pressure, temperature) can 

be seen in Table 2. 

Table 2: Approximate influence of printing parameters on printing objectives. 

 Accuracy (%) Shear Stress (kPa) 

Increase of printing speed Increases - 

Increase of pressure Decreases Increases 

Increase of nozzle diameter Decreases Decreases 
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Since POI aims to maximize the printing accuracy and minimize the theoretical shear stress (TSS), 

its calculation is described by equation (1): 

𝑃𝑂𝐼 = 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 ∙
1

𝑇𝑆𝑆
                                                                                                                        (1) 

Accuracy is inversely proportional to the line thickness and it can be expressed by equation (2): 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 ∝
1

𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠
                                                                                                               (2) 

The theoretical shear stress cannot be directly calculated, but it can be minimized by decreasing 

the pressure and nozzle size, as seen in equation (3): 

𝑇𝑆𝑆 ∝
1

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒
∙ 𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 ∝

𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 
                                                         (3) 

Replacing the parameters of equations (2) and (3) in equation (1), gives: 

𝑃𝑂𝐼 = 𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 ∙
1

𝑇𝑆𝑆
=

𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟

𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑐𝑘𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒
                                                                 (4) 

Finally, the POI values across a range of printing parameters, were normalized relative to the 

maximum POI in the experimental configurations, as seen in equation (5). The maximum 

normalized POI is related to the combination of parameters that maximize the accuracy and 

minimize the TSS. 

𝑃𝑂𝐼 =
𝑃𝑂𝐼𝑖

𝑃𝑂𝐼𝑚𝑎𝑥,𝑛
                                                                                                                                     (5) 

2.1.2 Scaffolds Design 

Designing the Scaffolds 

The upper threshold of the PCL volume included in the scaffolds, to enhance the stiffness of the 

alginate hydrogel, was determined as 7%. Based on this condition, two alternative designs were 

considered in which the PCL would act as an outer skeleton for the hydrogel, concentrating the 

cell-embedded volume of the hydrogel in the centre and maintaining its shape throughout its 

thickness.  

In the first design the PCL skeleton is composed of a square shaped base on the bottom, with a 

thickness of 2 layers (0.4 mm), and four vertical struts at the corners of the square base running up 

to the full height of the scaffold. The second design was the same as the first one, with the 

addition of a square base of 0.4 mm thickness on the top of the scaffolds. In the first design, the 

majority of the cells would theoretically stay intact and unaffected from the hot nozzle and only 

minor thermal effects would take place to the cells located around the perimeter of the 2 bottom 

layers. In the second design, the thermal effect on the cells would theoretically be more evident 

due to the passing of the hot thermoplastic nozzle over the two top layers of the scaffolds. The 

effects of the two designs on cell viability were assessed in preliminary experiments.  
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As far as the geometry is concerned, the designed scaffolds had a cuboid geometry with a square 

base with a side of 8 mm and a height of 3 mm, while the PCL framework was 0.4 mm thick. The 

base dimensions (8 mm × 8 mm) were chosen to match a critical-size defect based on the equine 

animal model, which is the largest model used in cartilage defects and best approximates the size 

and depth of human cartilage defects (Chu et al. 2010). The height was set at 3 mm to match the 

thickness of the human articular cartilage at the femoral condyle (Shepherd et al. 1999). As far as 

the dimensions of the hydrogel part are concerned, to avoid overlapping between the hydrogel 

and the PCL base, the over-extrusion of the hydrogel was compensated through the design, by 

decreasing the dimensions of the hydrogel part by 400μm on both sides of the x and y direction. 

On the first attempt of printing the designed scaffold, it became apparent that the fabrication of 

the four 400μm thick vertical struts on the corners would be a challenging job, since the hydrogel 

contained within the struts was quite soft and the struts would buckle inwards due to the tension 

exerted from the hydrogel to the extruded PCL during the movement of the print head from one 

strut to the other. For this reason, it was decided that an external support around the perimeter of 

the scaffold would enhance the stability of the struts and maintain their vertical geometry. 

In order for the BIO-X bioprinter to use multiple materials together (i.e. the PCL, the bioink, and 

the support), for the construction of a single scaffold, each material needed to be assigned to a 

specific part of the object, which would be separate from other parts assigned to other materials. 

Therefore, the design of the scaffolds was divided into three parts: (1) the stiff skeleton part made 

of PCL (PCL, Cellink), (2) the inner cell-embedded part made of hydrogel (Bioink, Cellink), and (3) 

the outer support part made of Cellink START (Cellink START, Cellink); a polyethylene oxide-based 

gel that is water-soluble and works as an excellent sacrificial material. Each part was generated 

separately in Solidworks and then assembled together into the full object. 

Slicing Software 

The Solidworks .stl files were processed with the Slic3r 1.3.0 software to generate the .gcode file. 

The .gcode file was later used by the bioprinter for the fabrication of the scaffolds. The .stl parts 

were loaded one-by-one on the software and then for each part the following parameters were 

set: the extruder number, the infill pattern, the infill density, the infill angle, the solid infill threshold 

area, the layer height, and the nozzle diameter for each extruder. Table 3 contains the above 

parameters and their values for each scaffold part. 

Table 3: Design parameters determined through Slic3r software for all three biomaterials used in bioprinting. 

 Extruder 

n
o
 

Infill 

pattern 

Infill 

density 

Infill 

angle 

Solid infill 

threshold area 

Layer height 

(mm) 

Nozzle diameter 

(mm
2
) 

PCL 3 Rectilinear 100% 90
o
 10 0.2 0.2 

Hydrogel 1 Rectilinear 10% 90
o
 10 0.2 0.2 

Support 2 Rectilinear 100% 90
o
 10 0.2 0.2 

As mentioned earlier, the infill pattern and infill angle were chosen as “rectilinear” and 90o, 

respectively, and the infill density was set at 10% because this was the higher density for which 

open pores could be fabricated within the scaffold using the Alginate-based hydrogel.  
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2.1.3 Cell Culture 

Chondrocytes are the sole cellular component of healthy cartilage and specialize in the production 

and maintenance of the extracellular matrix of cartilage. Therefore, it is currently the best choice 

for a cell source to be used for cartilage tissue engineering. 

Initiation of Culture Process / Thawing of Cells 

The cells used in this study were human articular chondrocytes isolated from the hyaline cartilage 

in the knee (NHAC-kn, Lonza). The cells were bought in ampoules, each containing ≥500.000 cells 

with ≥70% viability at passage number 2. Before seeding the cells into vessels, the cryovials were 

quickly thawed in a 37 °C water bath until the ice melted. The cells were subsequently mixed using 

a micropipette and were dispensed in a density of 10.000 cells/cm2 in T75 flasks, were they were 

cultured in 20 ml of chondrocyte basal medium (CBMTM Medium, Lonza) containing the following 

growth supplements: 1:20 Fetal boving serum (FBS), 1:500 Insulin, 1:500 R3-Insulin-like growth 

factor 1 (R3 - IGF 1), 1:1000 Gentamicin/Amphotericin-B (GA), 1:1000 Transferrin and 1:200 human 

recombinant Fibroblast Growth Factor-Beta (hrFGF-β) (CloneticsTM CGMTM BulletKitTM, Lonza). After 

seeding, the flasks were gently rocked to evenly distribute the cells and were allowed to equilibrate 

in a 37 °C±1 °C, 5% CO2, 90%±2% humidity incubator. Medium was changed the first day after 

seeding the cells, in order to remove the DMSO, and after that it was refreshed every other day 

using 20 ml of medium per flask. It is important to note that centrifugation was not performed to 

remove cells from the cryoprotectant cocktail, because this action would more damaging than the 

effects of DMSO residue in the culture. 

Cell Passaging 

The cells were passaged when they reached 90% confluency. The medium was removed from 

each of the flasks and the cells were rinsed with 12 ml of HEPES-Buffered Saline Solution (HEPES-

BSS, Chondrocyte ReagentPackTM, Lonza). After removing HEPES-BSS, the cells were covered with 

9 ml of Trypsin/EDTA Solution (Chondrocyte ReagentPackTM, Lonza) and incubated at 37 oC for 2-

5 minutes until the cells were detached from the bottom of the flasks. After the cells were released, 

the Trypsin was neutralized using 18 ml of Trypsin Neutralizing Solution (Chondrocyte 

ReagentPackTM, Lonza) and the cell solution was transferred to a sterile 50 ml centrifuge tube. The 

flasks were rinsed once again using 6ml of HEPES-BSS to collect any residual cells and the solution 

was added to the 50 ml tube. The harvested cells were centrifuged at 200*g for 5 minutes to 

suspend the cells into a pellet. The supernatant was subsequently discarded and the pellet was 

resuspended in 1 ml or 2 ml of fresh medium. The new suspension was used to count the cells 

using the Trypan Blue method. The cells were then seeded into new flasks with a seeding density 

of 10.000 cells/cm2. The number of flasks to be inoculated and the volume of cell suspension to be 

seeded into each flask, were calculated using the following equations, accordingly: 

 

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 =
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑣𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠

𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
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𝑆𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 =
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 (𝑎𝑠 𝑑𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑜𝑢𝑠 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
 

 

After passaging, the flasks were gently rocked to evenly distribute the cells and were allowed to 

equilibrate in a 37 °C±1 °C, 5% CO 2, 90%±2% humidity incubator. Chondrocyte growth medium 

(CBM plus additives) was refreshed every other day using 20 ml of medium per flask. 

Chondrocytes were cultured and passaged until passage 3 before bioprinting. 

Cell Counting 

For counting the number of cells in a cell suspension, 5 μl of suspension and 5 μl of Trypan Blue 

were added into a 0.5 ml tube and mixed gently using a micropipette. For more accurate results, 

the above mixture is always prepared in duplicates. The 10 μl mixture was then pipetted into the 

opening of one chamber on a counting slide. The counting slide was subsequently inserted into 

the slide slot of a TC20 cell counter (Biorad). The machine automatically initiates a cell count and 

the count results (total number of cells/ml, number of live cells/ml and cell viability percentage) 

appear on the screen. After the count the slide was removed from the machine and discarded into 

the biological waste bin.  

Freezing of Cells 

In order to freeze the cultured cells at passage 3, a cryopreservation medium was prepared using 

80% CGMTM without FBS, 10% DMSO and 10% FBS. The cells were harvested and suspended into 

a pellet as described in the Cell Passaging section. Then, they were re-suspended in 

cryopreservation medium in a concentration of 1×106 - 2×106 cells/ml. Aliquots of 1 ml 

suspension were then pipetted into cryo-vials, which were in turn insulated using an isopropanol 

freezing canister. The vials were stored at -80oC overnight and the next day were removed from 

the canister and stored in a box in the -80oC. The frozen passage 3 cells were thawed and cultured 

again in flasks (as described in the Thawing and Cell Passaging sections), in order to be used for 

bioprinting.  

Pellet Generation 

The 2D cultured chondrocytes were first washed with PBS, trypsinized and centrifuged for 5’ at 

200*g. Then, they were re-suspended in 2ml medium and counted. After counting, the cells were 

separated into 1.5 ml autoclaved Eppendorf tubes for the creation of the pellets. For each pellet, 

250.000 cells were used, and thus, this amount of cells was transferred in each of the 1.5ml 

Eppendorf tubes. The tubes were subsequently centrifuged for 5’ at 200*g in the micro-

centrifugation machine. After spinning down the cells, the pellets were created. The supernatant 

medium was then removed and 0.5 ml of fresh chondrocyte differentiation medium (CDM, Lonza) 

was carefully added to the pellets. After adding the medium, the lid of the tubes was carefully 

closed and was pierced twice (two holes were generated on top of the lid), using a 0.8 mm syringe 

needle, to allow the cells to breath. Finally, the pellets were incubated in a 37 °C±1 °C, 5% CO 2, 

90%±2% humidity incubator. The medium was carefully changed three times a week, just like it 

was for the cell-embedded scaffolds, with extra attention of not touching the holes of the lid with 
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the gloves to avoid contamination. Nine pellets were created in total, three per time point (day 2, 

day 14, day 28), which were used for histology analysis. 

2.1.4 Bioprinting 

Cell Density Gradient 

The cell density gradient within the volume of the fabricated scaffolds was created by bioprinting 

each of the three cartilage zones with a constant cell density, different from the cell densities of the 

other zones. To ensure better results regarding cell behaviour and tissue formation, the cell 

densities of the scaffolds’ zones needed to mimic the cell densities of the native cartilage zones 

(Ren et al. 2016, Ansari et al. 2019). Thus, based on data from previous studies (Ren et al. 2016, 

Ansari et al. 2019, Hunziker 2002) the cell densities were determined as follows: 20×106 cells/ml for 

the top (i.e. superficial) zone, 10×106 cells/ml for the middle zone and, 5×106 cells/ml for the 

bottom (i.e deep) zone. This means that the top cell density was four times higher than the bottom 

density and twice as high as the middle layer. The thickness of the zones was set as 20%, 47%, and 

33% of the total scaffold height for the superficial, middle, and deep zone, respectively. This 

decision was made based on the results of studies on the structural organization of the native 

cartilage and its zones, according to which the superficial zones takes up 10%-20% of the total 

volume of the cartilage, the middle zone takes up 40%-60% and the deep zone takes up 30%-

40% (Klein et al. 2009, Hunziker et al. 2002). Based on the above, from the 15 layers making up 

the scaffold (the scaffolds is 3 mm in height and each layer has a height of 0.2 mm), 3 consist the 

top zone (high cell density), 7 consist the middle zone (medium cell density) and 5 consist the 

bottom zone (low cell density). A summary of these design parameters is presented in Table 4. 

Table 4: A summary of the main characteristics of each of the three zones of the graded bioprinted scaffolds. The 

zones were designed based on to a biomimetic approach with the ultimate goal of achieving a cell density 

gradient within the volume of the scaffolds. 

Zones of the graded scaffolds  Top Middle Bottom 

Cartilage zones corresponding to 

scaffolds zones 
Superficial Middle Deep 

Zone/scaffold volume ratio 20% 47% 33% 

Thickness 0.6 mm 1.4 mm 1 mm 

Number of layers/zone 3 7 5 

Cell density 20 x 10
6
 cells/ml 10 x 10

6
 cells/ml 5 x 10

6
 cells/ml 

After determining the zonal specifications of the graded scaffolds it was necessary to define the 

appropriate control samples in order to be able to assess the results of the experiment. As a first 

control the fabrication of homogeneous scaffolds with a cell density of 10 × 106 cells/ml, 

throughout the whole thickness of the scaffold, was decided. The 10x106 cells/ml density is the 

same as the cell density used in the middle zone of the graded scaffolds and corresponds to the 

mean cell density in the human femoral condyle cartilage (Hunziker 2002). These scaffolds will be 

used as controls to evaluate the generation and maintenance of the cell density gradient in the 

graded scaffolds (using Live/Dead and H&E staining). Since homogeneously printed scaffolds 
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(fabricated with the same cell density throughout the whole construct) are not expected to show 

any difference in terms of cell numbers through their thickness, while graded scaffolds are 

expected to have an increase of cell density from the bottom to the top zones, this discrepancy 

would be the validation of a successful experiment. Regarding tissue formation (sGAGs and 

Collagen) an extra control was decided to be considered. A 3D culture of chondrocytes, in the 

form of a pellet, under the same culture conditions as the cell-embedded scaffolds would allow for 

comparable histological results between pellets and scaffolds. This comparison could be useful in 

case the scaffold experiment does not yield the expected results (e.g. the cells within the scaffolds 

do not produce any matrix). In this case, a 3D culture of chondrocytes would be able to elucidate 

whether the cells themselves were problematic, or whether the bioprinting had a negative effect 

on them. Finally, regarding the different staining of the scaffolds, it was decided to fabricate empty 

scaffolds – made only from PCL and hydrogel, without containing any cells – which would act as 

controls to evaluate the staining of the substrate (material). The empty scaffolds were printed 

under sterile conditions and cultured under the same conditions as the cell-embedded scaffolds 

and, therefore, they were also used to determine the condition of the material (e.g. degradation or 

other visible changes in the cell-free material) over time, under culturing conditions.  

The bioprinting procedure of the current project was divided into two parts, with the first being 

used for the evaluation of the cell density gradient, and the second being mainly used for the 

assessment of the neo-tissue formation, even though a gradient analysis was performed to it, as 

well. The difference between the two parts lies in the sample number and the culture medium 

used for the scaffolds’ culture. The number of scaffolds used for the gradient assessment were 

n=2, for each time point, and they cultured in differentiation medium without ascorbic acid, while 

the scaffolds used for the evaluation of ECM were n=3, for each time point, and were cultured in 

differentiation medium with ascorbic acid (to enhance the ECM production). Table 5 shows the 

suggested experimental table in terms of type and number of samples generated for each time 

point during the study and Figure 10 depicts the experimental configuration with the samples and 

controls described above. 

Table 5: Experimental table of the study. Instead of day 0, pellets were evaluated at day 2 for the first time, 

because at an earlier time point they would be very delicate and frail to handle. 

 Day 0 Day 2 Day 14 Day 25 Day 28 

Graded (3 cell densities) – (assessment of the gradient) 2 - 2 - 2 

Graded (3 cell densities) – (assessment of ECM deposition) 3 - 3 3 - 

Homogeneous (control) – (assessment of the gradient) 2 - 2 - 2 

Homogeneous (control) – (assessment of ECM deposition) 3 - 3 3 - 

Pellets (control) - 3 3 3 - 

Empty scaffolds (no cells – control for staining) 3 - - 3 - 
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Figure 10: Study design schematic. (a) The construct with the cell density gradient and the construct with the 

homogeneous cell distribution (control samples) were fabricated from bottom to top, using the corresponding cell 

densities for each of their zones. (b) Three cell seeding density groups (20 × 10
6
, 10 × 10

6
 , and 5 × 10

6
 cell/mL) 

were used for the generation of the graded scaffolds and one cell seeding density group (10 × 10
6
)
 
was used for 

the generation of the homogeneous scaffolds. These constructs were cultured in vitro and harvested at 0, 2, and 4 

weeks for live/dead assay, and histological analysis. The pellets were generated using 0.5 × 10
6
 cells/ml, cultured 

for 0, 2, 4 weeks and used only for histology, while the empty scaffolds were cultured and harvested only at 0 and 

4 weeks for histology. Ajusted from Ren et al.2016. 

Cell Preparation for Bioprinting 

Isolated chondrocytes are differentiated cells that, after serial expansion in monolayer culture, lose 

their differentiated phenotype and become fibroblast-like, thus, losing their ability to produce 

cartilage specific markers such as Collagen type II and Aggrecan. Therefore, chondrocytes 

expanded in culture will need to be re-differentiated in order to produce neo-tissue. By the 3rd 

passage, the cells are almost completely de-differentiated and the level of re-differentiation a 

(b) 

(a) 
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culture can reach decreases with increasing numbers of passages in an expansion medium in 

monolayer culture. According to that, passage 3 is the maximum passage number for 

chondrocytes to be able to fully re-differentiate to their natural phenotype. The Lonza NHAC-kn 

were bought at passage 2 and in order to reach the cell numbers needed to perform the 

experiment, they had to be expanded until passage 3. The trypsinization of the passage 3 

chondrocytes before bioprinting, however, increased the passage number by 1, so the actual cells 

with which the bioprinting was performed were of passage 4. Therefore, passage 4 was 

chondrocytes for the bioprinting. 

When the passage 3 chondrocytes reached 90%-100% confluence, the bioprinting process could 

begin. First, the medium was removed and the cells were rinsed, trypsinized, neutralized, put in 

50ml tubes and centrifuged as described in the Cell Passaging section. The pellets were re-

suspended in 2ml fresh CGM medium per tube, and the cells were subsequently counted. Next, all 

the different cell suspensions were combined together in a 50ml tube to collect the total number 

of cells. Subsequently, the final cell suspension was divided into three new tubes based on the 

number of cells that corresponded to each of the scaffolds’ zones. The three tubes were 

centrifuged, again and this time each of the pellets (containing the total number of chondrocytes 

to be printed in each of the cartilage zones) was re-suspended in the correct amount of medium. 

The amount of culture medium added to re-suspend the cells should be equal to 1:10 of the 

bioink volume. Table 7 presents an example of the calculations performed for the cells and 

hydrogel, before bioprinting. 

Table 6: Calculation of the number of cells and the volume of the material needed for the bioprinting of scaffolds 

with graded and uniform cell densities. 

  Number of 

scaffolds 

Number of layers 

per scaffold 

Total number of 

layers 

Material 

Volume 

Number of 

cells 

G
ra

d
e
d

 Superficial 

9 

3 27 0.42 ml 8.5x10
6 

Middle 7 63 1 ml 10x10
6
 

Deep 5 45 0.70 ml 3.5x10
6
 

U
n
if
o

rm
 Superficial 

9 

- - - - 

Middle 15 135 2.1 ml 21x10
6
 

Deep - - - - 

TOTAL 18 15 270 4.22 ml 43x10
6
 

As mentioned before, the experiment included 3 scaffolds per condition (graded, homogeneous) 

per time point (day 0, 14 and 28), so the total number of cell-embedded scaffolds was 3×2×3=18 

scaffolds. From preliminary tests it had been determined that 1ml of the Alginate-based bioink was 

enough to print 64 layers with dimensions of 8mm × 8mm × 0.2mm, and 10% infill density. The 18 

scaffolds were composed of 18 scaffolds × 15 layers/scaffold = 270 layers and 270 layers/(64 

layers/ml) ≈ 4.22 ml of bioink, in total. Likewise, the bioink volume for each of the zones of the 

graded scaffolds, as well as the corresponding number of cells, was calculated. 
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After the calculation of the number of cells and the volume of the material to be used during 

bioprinting, the three cell suspensions were mixed with the corresponding amount of material to 

create the three different mixtures of cell densities. This means that, for example, for the mixture 

intended for the superficial zone of the graded scaffolds, in 0.42 ml of hydrogel a suspension of 42 

μl containing 8.5 × 106 cells (cell density of 20 × 106 cells/ml) would be added. The generation of 

the hydrogel-cells mixture is illustrated in Figure 11. First, the right amount of hydrogel is taken up 

by a syringe, from the cartridge containing the material. Then the corresponding cell suspension is 

pipetted into the syringe containing the hydrogel, and then with the help of a sterile female-

female luer-lock and a second syringe, the two components are mixed together by gently mixing 

back and forth between the syringes to homogenize the cells in the bioink. After mixing, the 

mixture is transferred in one syringe and any air bubbles are removed by gently tapping the 

syringe to concentrate them on top and pushing them out of the syringe. Finally, the mixture is 

transferred from the syringe to a new cartridge for bioprinting. 

  

  

Figure 11: The steps of generating the cell-embedded hydrogel for each of the different cell densities. (a) The 

desired amount of material for each zone is placed in syringes. (b) The corresponding cell suspensions are added 

to the syringes containing the appropriate hydrogel volume. (c) With the use of a luer-lock and a second syringe 

the cells and the hydrogel are gently mixed together by mixing back and forth. (d) The final mixtures are 

concentrated in one syringe and transferred to new cartridges for bioprinting. 

Printer Setup 

In order to set up the bioprinting procedure the printer was initially moved from the lab bench to 

the cell culture hood (laminar flow hood). The “UV sterilization” mode of the hood was turned on 

and when it was finished the “clean chamber” mode of the printer was initialized. The “clean 

chamber” mode utilizes UV light and a fan-filter system to selectively sterilize the surface and filter 

the air of the bioprinter chamber. This two-step sterilization procedure, of the hood and the 

bioprinter, ensured that bioprinting would run under sterile conditions. After the sterilization was 

performed, the printer was turned on and the correct .gcode file was selected from the connected 

USB stick. Once selected, the preview of the design was displayed on the bioprinter’s screen, with 

b. 

c. d. 

a. 
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all the layers and the extruders assigned to each one of them being visible. Next, the printing 

surface, nozzle size, temperature, pressure and speed of each print head was selected through the 

bioprinter’s screen. The selected parameters for each print head are presented below (Table 7). 

Table 7: Selected parameters for each material, used during bioprinting. 

 
Material Nozzle size Temperature Pressure Speed 

Print head 1 
Hydrogel  

(deep zone) 
0.2 mm RT 14 kPa 12 mm/sec 

Print head 2 
Hydrogel  

(superficial, middle zones) 
0.2 mm RT 14 kPa 12 mm/sec 

Print head 3 PCL 0.2 mm 210 
o
C 200 kPa 

4 mm/sec (base) 

0.4 mm/sec (struts) 

 

Next, the three print heads were manually calibrated to be as close to the surface as possible, 

without touching it and then the printing could start. The printer waited until the thermoplastic 

print head reached the desired temperature (210 oC) and then the printing started automatically. 

The scaffolds were printed on 16 mm coverslips which had been glued radially into a larger plastic 

petri-dish 10 cm. The reason for printing on cover slips is that the scaffolds could easily be 

detached for the printing surface and the reason they were placed on a petri-dish and not on a 

well plate is that the petri-dish provided better visibility between the nozzle tip and the printing 

surface during the calibration phase. Since the cartridges used for bioprinting were five (the 3 

hydrogel mixtures with different cell densities, the support and the PCL) and the printer only had 

three printing heads, it was decided that the PCL and the support would be constantly assigned to 

the 2nd and 3rd print heads at all times, while the hydrogel cartridges were rotated in the 1st 

printing head, because only one of them was used at any specific moment during bioprinting. 

Therefore, after the deep zone was printed (first 5 layers) using the lowest cell density, the 

cartridge was switched to the one containing the medium cell density for the printing of the 

middle zone (the next 7 layers), which was in turn switched for the use of the highest cell density 

for the top zone (top 3 layers). 

Culturing the Scaffolds 

After the cell-embedded scaffolds were bioprinted, the culture medium was changed from 

chondrocyte growth medium to chondrocyte differentiation basal medium (CloneticsTM CDMTM 

BulletKitTM, Lonza) containing 1:20 FBS (CDMTM SingleQuotsTM Kit, Lonza), 1:500 Insulin (CDMTM 

SingleQuotsTM Kit, Lonza), 1:500 R3-IGF-1 (CDMTM SingleQuotsTM Kit, Lonza), 1:1000 

Gentamicin/Amphotericin-B (CDMTM SingleQuotsTM Kit, Lonza), 1:200 Transforming Growth 

Factor-β1 (TGF-β1) (CDMTM SingleQuotsTM Kit, Lonza) and 1:500 Transferrin (CDMTM SingleQuotsTM 

Kit, Lonza). The differentiation medium was further enriched with 1:2000 lyophilized Transforming 

Growth Factor-β3 of 20 μg/ml stock solution (TGF-β3 - E. coli human, Sigma), and 1:1000 of 

70mM Ascorbic Acid (Sigma) prior to adding it to the scaffolds. The 20μg/ml TGF-β3 stock solution 

was prepared by adding 2 µl of 2N Hydrochloric Acid, 13 µl of 7.5% Bovine Albumin Fraction and 

85 µl of cell culture water to the vial containing 2 µg of lyophilized TGF-β3. The stock solution was 
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divided into 4 µl aliquots and stored at -80 °C in order to be added fresh to the differentiation 

medium, every time this was changed. The effects of the differentiation medium on expanded 

chondrocytes were investigated in a pilot experiment. It was observed that the medium helps the 

fibroblastic chondrocytes differentiate back to their spherical natural phenotype after 

approximately 9 days of culture. The differentiation medium was changed three times a week, 

using 2ml of medium per well (each well contained one scaffold), in a 24-well plate. 

2.1.5 Mechanical Characterization of the Scaffolds 

Unconfined Compression Testing 

Based on previous studies (Chen et al. 2018, Daly et al. 2016, Levato et al. 2017, Markstedt et al. 

2015, Jeon et al. 2013), in the current project, the scaffolds were characterized utilizing a 

compression test, due to the fact that the major loading conditions cartilage receives are 

compressive loads. During the unconfined compression test, uniaxial stress was applied to 

compress the scaffold and the outcome is a relationship between the applied stress and the 

resulting strain of the material. This relationship can be used to calculate the elastic modulus 

(stiffness) of the construct. 

The scaffolds were tested mechanically using the LLOYD Instruments LR5k compression machine 

(AMETEK test & calibration instruments), in order to measure their compressive stiffness. Both the 

PCL framework as well as the full scaffolds (PCL & hydrogel) have been tested separately using a 

100 N load cell with a 0.1 N preload, a 1 mm deflection, and a strain rate of 0.002  sec-1 (i.e. speed 

equal to 0.36 mm/min ). From the Load – Deflection curve generated by the machine on Nexygen 

software, 200 data points were exported per test, for further analysis. Each of the data points 

included information of time (s), load (N), extension (mm), and deflection from preload (mm)), 

which were used for the generation of the stress-strain curves and the calculation of the scaffolds’ 

compressive stiffness. Stiffness calculations were performed based on a moving regression 

algorithm generated using R-code. The R-code is divided in three parts: the first part reads the .txt 

files of the 200 data points as extracted from the machine’s software and calculates the stress and 

strain value for each point. The calculation of the stress is performed by dividing the “load” values 

with the base area (A) of the scaffold (σ=F(N)/A(m2)), and the calculation of the strain is performed 

by dividing the “deflection from preload” values with the height (Lo) of the scaffolds (ε=ΔL/Lo). The 

second part of the code plots the stress-strain curve for each of the scaffolds, based on the 

calculations of the first step. The third step calculates the linear line with the steepest slope, that fits 

to the linear part of the previously generated stress-strain curve, using a moving regression 

algorithm. Next, the slope of the linear curve is assigned to the stiffness variable and this yields the 

calculation of the compressive stiffness of the scaffolds (Ε=σ/ε). Figure 12 illustrates (a) the general 

process of an unconfined compression test and (b) the machine configuration used during the 

experiments. 
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Figure 12: (a) Illustration of an unconfined compression test (Boschetti et al. 2004). (b) Configuration of the LLOYD 

LR5k machine used for the mechanical characterization of the scaffolds. 

2.1.6 Immunohistochemical Evaluation of Cells and Scaffolds 

Live-Dead Staining 

For this staining, the Invitrogen Live/DeadTM Viability/Cytotoxicity Kit was used. The kit contains two 

reagents: Calcein, AM which gives the green color, indicating the live cells, and Ethidium 

homodimer-1 (EthD-1) which gives the red color, indicating the dead cells. The non-fluorescent 

calcein AM, once absorbed by living cells, is converted to the green-fluorescent calcein, after 

reacting with the intracellular esterases.  Ethidium homodimer-1 is a high-affinity nucleic acid stain 

that is weakly fluorescent, until bound to DNA when it emits strong red fluorescence. Figure 13 

depicts the principle of a live-dead fluorescent staining. 
 

 
Figure 13: In viable cells, the selective permeability of the membrane allows for calcein entry, but prevents EthD-1 

from entering the cells (calcein+/EthD-1-). As a consequence, live cells appear green. During late apoptosis, 

membrane degradation creates pores in the plasma membrane allowing EthD-1 to enter the cells (calcein+/EthD-

1+). Finally, the necrosis stage is characterized by membrane loss, so these last cells appear only red (calcein-/PI+) 

(Basmaciyan et al. 2017). 

(a) (b) 

cytoplasm 
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* Note: Phenol-free media may be a more indicated solution than PBS when performing the live/dead assay for alginate-based 

hydrogels, which may de-crosslink and accumulate calcium phosphate crystallizations in the presence of PBS solutions. 

The protocol for the live-dead staining starts with the removal of the medium from the wells. The 

scaffolds are then cut in half in the sagittal plane using a scalpel, as illustrated in Figure 14. Each 

sample (cells or cell-embedded hydrogels) is washed with DPBS* two times under the cell hood. 

Then, the plates are transferred under the chemical hood where the DPBS is removed. An 

appropriate volume of solution containing 0.05% of Calcein, AM and 0.15% of Ethidium 

Homodimer, diluted in 1× DPBS is added to each sample. The samples are then incubated with 

the solution for 30’ at room temperature. After this time, the reagents’ solution is discarded. 

Samples are washed with 1× DPBS one time (5’ per wash). Finally, the samples are mounted on 

glass slides (Menzel-Glaser Superfrost, ThermoScientific) using Prolong Gold antifade reagent (with 

or without DAPI) to image them under the fluorescent microscope (ZOE fluorescent cell imager, 

Biorad). To image full thickness scaffolds (3 mm height), after cutting them in half, the flat cross 

section is placed facing down towards the bottom of the well plate where it is keep hydrated 

during imaging with the fluorescent microscope (ZOE fluorescent cell imager, Biorad). It is 

important to note that, in 3D constructs there may be cells with "blurry" appearance because they 

are out of the focal plane. 

 
Figure 14: The procedure of cutting the scaffold in half, before Live-Dead staining, and imaging the cross section 

under the ZOE fluorescent microscope. The thicknesses of the three scaffold zones are not illustrated in their 

actual scale.  
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Indirect Immunofluorescent Staining (for Collagen II or Aggrecan) of monolayer cells or cell-

embedded droplet hydrogels 

First, the medium is removed from the wells and each sample (cells or cell-embedded hydrogels) 

is washed with 1 x DPBS two times under the cell hood. The plates are then transferred under the 

chemical hood and the DPBS is removed. In case the samples are alginate-based hydrogels, an 

appropriate volume of crosslinking agent (Cellink) is added after washing so that they will not 

dissolve in the paraformaldehyde solution during the next step. After 2 minutes the crosslinking 

agent is removed and an appropriate volume of 4% paraformaldehyde (4% PFA) solution is added 

to the samples until they are fully covered. Samples are incubated for 20’ at room temperature 

and then the formaldehyde solution is discarded into the correct chemical bin. Next, each sample 

is washed with 1× DPBS two times (5’ per wash). Then 0.5% of Triton solution (diluted in DPBS) is 

added to the samples which are incubated for 5’ at 4oC (fridge) until the cells are permeabilized. 

Triton is then discarded. 1% BSA solution (diluted in DPBS) is added to the samples and they are 

incubated for 5’ at 37oC to block the receptors. Next, the primary antibody1,3 is added (1:100 

dilution in 1% BSA) and the samples are incubated at 37oC for 1h. The antibody solution is 

removed and the samples are washed with 0.5%Tween three times at room temperature (5’ per 

wash). Then the secondary antibody2,4 is added (1:500 dilution in 1% BSA) and the samples are 

incubated at room temperature for 1h. The secondary antibody solution is removed and the 

samples are washed with 0.5%Tween three times at room temperature (5’ per wash). After Tween 

the samples are washed with 1× DPBS one time at room temperature (5’ per wash). Finally, the 

samples are mounted on glass slides (Menzel-Glaser Superfrost, ThermoScientific) using a reagent 

(ProlongTM Gold antifade reagent, Invitrogen), with or without DAPI, to image them under the 

fluorescent microscope. 

Direct Immunofluorescent Staining (for Actin) 

First, the medium is removed from the wells and each sample (cells or cell-embedded hydrogels) 

is washed with 10× DPBS two times under the cell hood. The plates are then transferred under the 

chemical hood and the DPBS is removed. In case the samples are hydrogels, an appropriate 

volume of crosslinking agent (Cellink) is added after washing so that they will not dissolve in the 

paraformaldehyde solution during the next step. After ~2 minutes the crosslinking agent is 

removed and an appropriate volume of 4% paraformaldehyde (4% PFA) solution is added to the 

samples until they are fully covered. Samples are incubated for 20’ at room temperature and then 

the formaldehyde solution is discarded into the correct chemical bin. Next, each sample is washed 

with 1× DPBS two times (5’ per wash). Then 0.5% of Triton solution (diluted in DPBS) is added to 

the samples which are incubated for 5’ at 4oC (fridge) until the cells are permeabilized. Triton is 

then discarded. 1% BSA solution (diluted in DPBS) is added to the samples and they are incubated 

for 5’ at 37oC to block the receptors. Then, the primary antibody5 is added (for Actin: Rhodamine 

phalloidin 415 (red), Invitrogen) in a 1:2000 dilution in 1% BSA, and the samples are incubated at 

37oC for 1h. After the incubation the antibody solution is removed and the samples are washed 

with 0.5%Tween three times at room temperature (5’ per wash). After washing with Tween, the 

samples are washed with 1× DPBS one time at room temperature (5’ per wash). Finally, the 

samples are mounted on glass slides (Menzel-Glaser Superfrost, ThermoScientific) using the 
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Prolong Gold antifade reagent, with or without DAPI, to image them under the fluorescent 

microscope. Table 8 contains the primary and secondary antibodies used in immunofluorescent 

staining and Figure 15 presents a scheme of the direct and indirect immunofluorescent processes. 

Table 8: Primary and secondary antibodies used during direct (Actin) and indirect (Collagen II, Aggrecan) 

immunofluorescent staining. 

Antibodies used for immunofluorescence staining: 

Collagen II 

1. Primary antibody: IgG ab34712 rabbit pAb to Collagen II (Abcam) 

2. Secondary antibodies: IgG A-21206 Alexa Fluor TM 488 donkey anti-rabbit IgG H&L (green),  

IgG A-21207 Alexa Fluor TM 594 donkey anti-rabbit IgG H&L (red) (Invitrogen by Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) 

Aggrecan 

3. Primary antibody: IgG1 ab3778 mouse mAb to Aggrecan [6-B-4] (Abcam) 

4. Secondary antibody: IgG ab205719 goat anti-mouse IgG H&L (HRP) (Abcam) 

Actin 

5. Primary antibody: R415 Rhodamine phalloidin 415 (red) (Invitrogen) 

 

 

 
 

Figure 15: The principle of direct and indirect immunofluorescence processes with the corresponding antibodies. 
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2.1.7 Histochemical Evaluation of the Scaffolds  

Histological evaluation was performed to reveal the presence or absence of specific molecules, 

and the distribution and morphology of the cells embedded in the scaffold. The histological 

procedure included the following steps: fixation of the sample, dehydration of the sample, 

embedding of the sample in paraffin, sectioning of the sample into thin slices using a microtome, 

staining of the sample’s slices and imaging the stained slices. An illustration of a complete, general 

histological process is presented in Figure 16.  

 

           

Figure 16: Workflow of the tissue (or scaffold) processing steps during a general histological evaluation process. 

Fixation of Samples  

Fixation is performed to preserve the structure of the tissue in a state (both chemically and 

structurally) as close to living tissue as possible. Preservation of a tissue’s or scaffold’s structure 

requires a chemical fixative that can stabilize the proteins, nucleic acids and muco-substances of 

the tissue by making them insoluble. For this reason, the bioprinted cartilage scaffolds were fixated 

using 4% paraformaldehyde (pfa) overnight in the fridge, with a volume ratio of tissue : fixative of 

1 : 5. For new materials fixation time may need to be optimized, as longer fixation times can cause 

artifacts apparent at high levels of magnification. Moreover, pfa should always be buffered, since 

non-buffered pfa is acidic and would degrade the specimens. The next day after the overnight 

incubation, the scaffolds were washed twice with PBS, placed in a 1 : 1 solution of 100% EtOH : 

Cellink crosslinking agent (CaCl2), and stored in the fridge until further transferred to the 

Orthopedics department of Erasmus MC for histological analysis. Adding the crosslinking agent in 

the solution is important for the scaffolds, since Alginate may dissolve over time. 

Dehydration & Embedding of Scaffolds 

Before fixation, all 8 mm × 8 mm × 3 mm cartilage scaffolds had been cut through the middle into 

two parts of 4 mm × 8 mm × 3 mm parts as seen in Figure 14. These parts were numbered and 

put in labeled cassettes for the dehydration process, which took place, according to the Erasmus 

MC protocol, on the day prior to the embedding. The dehydration is performed by first using 

graded ethanol solutions (70% ETOH, 80% ETOH, 96% ETOH, 2x 100% ETOH), then 2x xylene, and 

finally 4x liquid paraffin. Each of the dehydration steps lasted 1h, and they were all performed 

under vacuum. The reason for using graded dehydrating solutions is that they gradually expose 

the sample to changes in hydrophobicity, minimizing damage to cells and ensuring a 
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homogeneous diffusion of wax throughout the sample. On the day of the embedding (the day 

following the dehydration), the process started with a small amount of melted paraffin (60oC) 

being poured in the mold, dispensing from the paraffin reservoir. The scaffolds, in which the PCL 

part had been melted away by the xylenes during dehydration, were placed inside the metal 

molds using warm forceps. They were positioned standing on their side, with their cross section 

facing the bottom of the mold. The mold was then quickly transferred to a cold plate, for the 

paraffin to solidify in a thin layer that would hold the sample in position. When the tissue was fixed 

in the desired orientation, the bottom of the cassette corresponding to this specific sample was 

added on top of the mold as a backing. Then, more melted paraffin was added on top of the 

sample from the paraffin dispenser, up to the point where the face of the cassette was fully 

covered in wax. The importance of placing the plastic cassette on top of the sample and binding 

them together with paraffin was, first, to keep track of the sample by having the correct label on it, 

second, to be able to detach the paraffin-embedded sample from the mold, and third, to be able 

to place the sample in the microtome (since the opening for the sample on the microtome is of 

the size and shape of the cassette). The “mold-sample-cassette” sandwich was allowed to solidify 

at room temperature forming a block that can be held in a microtome, for approximately 2 hours. 

The paraffin-embedded samples were detached from the metallic molds and were collected in a 

bucket in order to be transferred to the microtome for slicing (Figure 17).  

 

Figure 17: Tissue embedded in paraffin (tissue block) with the cassette attached to it and the metallic mold in 

which it had been casted (adapted from https:/www.protocolsonline.com/histology/sample-preparation/paraffin-

processing-of-tissue/). 

Sectioning of Paraffin-Embedded Samples  

Once the paraffin-embedded samples had solidified, they were ready for sectioning in the 

microtome. Samples were placed in a Leica RM2135 microtome, with a slice thickness set at 6μm 

and a sectioning angle of 5 degrees. Usually 30-40 slices needed to be cut before the whole 

sample was exposed to the blade, however sections were numbered starting with the first section 

containing a full piece of the sample, which was labeled as section no 1. After a few sections 
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containing the whole sample were cut, they were gently picked up from the machine using a 

scalpel and placed in a bowl of warm water (50-60oC, below the melting point of wax) in order to 

relax. Relaxation of the slices allows for the wax to stretch and regain its original shape when 

placed in warm water, eliminating grooves and waves formed on the sections during cutting. After 

relaxation, the slices were picked up on a glass slide (Menzel-Glaser Superfrost, ThermoScientific) 

from the water and allowed to dry overnight in an oven at 37oC. The drying step is very important 

for the sample to stick on the coated glass slide and remain attached during the histological 

staining process. 

Histology Staining 

After the overnight incubation in the oven the sections were ready for the histological staining 

process. During this step, the sections obtained from the microtome, were first stripped from 

paraffin and then were stained with specific dyes targeting nucleic acids (e.g. the DNA in the cells 

nuclei) or ECM components (e.g. sGAGs and Collagens). The following protocols describe the 

processes of the three histological staining (H&E, PSR, and Alcian Blue) performed on the samples’ 

sections. 

a. Haematoxylin and Eosin (H&E) Staining 

The H&E staining is the quickest and most commonly used staining to check cell and tissue 

morphology. Eosin is an acidic dye, which due to its negative charge, stains basic (or acidophilic) 

structures pink. For example, the cytoplasm of the cells is stained pink by H&E staining. 

Haematoxylin, the other component of the HE staining, can be considered as a basic dye. It is used 

to stain acidic (or basophilic) structures with a purplish blue color. This color shift (towards purple) 

only happens when the red staining is passed on to a neutral or alkaline solution such as hard tap 

water. For example, the nucleus of the cells is stained purple by H&E staining, while the cytoplasm 

stains up a pinkish color in its RNA-free areas.  

The protocol for the H&E staining, for paraffin embedded sections, starts with the deparaffinization 

of the sections. For that, the sections are submerged two times in Xylene (Sigma #X1040), two 

times in 100% EtOH, one time in 96% EtOH and one time in 70% EtOH. Each step lasts 5’. Next, 

sections are rinsed in distilled water twice, with each rinse lasting 3’. Then, samples are submerged 

in hematoxylin (Haematoxylin Gill’s, ready-to-use, Sigma #GHS232) for 5’. Haematoxylin should 

always be filtered before use. Then, samples were put under running tap water for 5’, to convert 

red staining into blue. Then, they were given a quick dip in distilled water. After that, samples were 

submerged in Eosin (Eosin Y (Merck, 1.15935), 2% in 50% EtOH, then add 0.5ml glacial acetic acid 

per 100 ml staining solution) for 45’’. Next, samples were submerged in 70% EtOH for 10’’. Finally, 

samples were dehydrated by being submerged in 96% EtOH, 100% EtOH, and two times Xylene. 

Each step lasted 1’. Sections were mounted using Depex (Merck #1.07961.0500), while slides were 

still wet from xylene.  Slides were allowed to dry in the recirculation cabinet for at least 60’. 
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b. Picrosirius Red (PRS) Staining 

The PRS stain is intended for use in the histological visualization of collagen. This stain can be 

imaged using standard light microscopy or polarized light to distinguish the different types of 

collagen fibers based on their thickness and maturity. In this thesis, images were taken only under 

a bright-field microscope, where collagen (all types) appears red on a pale yellow background.  

The protocol for the PSR staining, for paraffin embedded sections, starts with the deparaffinization 

of the sections. For that, the sections are submerged two times in Xylene (Sigma #X1040), two 

times in 100% EtOH, one time in 96% EtOH and one time in 70% EtOH. Each step lasts 5’. Next, 

sections are rinsed in distilled water twice, with each rinse lasting 3’. Then, samples are submerged 

in Picro-sirius Red solution (0.1g PSR (Direct Red 80, Sigma, # 365548) in 100 ml Picric acid 

solution 1.3% in H2O (saturated) (P6744 Sigma)) for 60’. After that, samples were washed in 0.1% 

acetic acid two times, with each wash lasting 10”. Next, sections were submerged in 100% ethanol 

three times, with each time lasting 1’. Finally the sections were submerged in Xylene twice, for 1’ 

each time. Sections were then mounted using Depex (Merck #1.07961.0500), while slides were still 

wet from xylene.  Slides were allowed to dry in the recirculation cabinet for at least 60’. 

c. Alcian Blue Staining 

Cartilage is composed to a large extent of GAGs, which are the dominant part of the proteoglycan 

Aggrecan and are located primarily on the surface of cells or in the extracellular matrix.  Alcian 

blue is a tetravalent cation (cationic dye) with a hydrophobic core.  Using these four charges, the 

dye binds strongly to negatively charged polymers such as GAGs. Alcian blue is most often used to 

selectively stain acidic mucosubstances. At pH 1.0, Alcian blue stains only sulphated GAGs and 

glycoproteins. At pH 2.5, on the other hand, this dye can also stain hyaluronic acid and 

glycoproteins that owe their acidity to sialic acids. GAGs are colored more intensely at PH 2.5 than 

at pH 1.0 because their ionized uronic acid carboxy groups add to the negative charges of the 

half-sulfate esters. In the current study, the focus lies on sGAGs deposition and hence, a dye with 

pH=1 was selected. 

The protocol for the Alcian Blue staining, for paraffin embedded sections, starts with the 

deparaffinization of the sections. For that, the sections are submerged two times in Xylene (Sigma 

#X1040), two times in 100% EtOH, one time in 96% EtOH and one time in 70% EtOH. Each step 

lasts 5’. Next, sections are rinsed in distilled water twice, with each rinse lasting 3’. Then, samples 

are submerged in Alcian Blue pH 1 (Sigma, # A3157), 1% in 0.1M Hydrochloric Acid (Sigma, 

#84422. Dilute in distilled water) for 10’. The dye can be reused many times, but the pH must be 

checked before every use. Next, samples are rinsed with distilled water three times, with each wash 

lasting 1’. Then, the sections are counterstained in nuclear fast red solution (Nuclear fast Red 

(Merck, #1.00121.0500) ready-to-use.) for 1’. Then, samples were rinsed in distilled water for 1’. 

Finally, samples were dehydrated by being submerged in 70%, 96%, 100% EtOH and Xylene (2x). 

Each step lasted 1’. Sections were then mounted using Depex (Merck #1.07961.0500), while slides 

were still wet from xylene.  Slides were allowed to dry in the recirculation cabinet for at least 60’. 

The resulting colors are: GAGs/mucins stained in bright blue and cell nuclei stained in red/pink. 
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Histology Imaging  

The stained histological slices were imaged under a DM500 optical Leica microscope. An image 

acquisition protocol was established to ensure consistent data generation. All relevant parameters, 

such as exposure time, white balance, light intensity, and plate dimensions, were fixed for all image 

acquisitions. All images were captured using the microscope camera under the following 

conditions set on the Leica Application Suite (LAS software):  

Brightness Exposure Gain Gamma Saturation 

60% 

2ms for 4× magnification 

13ms for 10× magnification 

144ms for 40×40 magnification 

1 0.7 100 

H&E stained slices with 4× magnification were used for the determination of the cell density 

gradient. Alcian Blue and Picrosirius Red stained slices were used to define the presence of sGAGs 

and Collagen, respectively, in the scaffolds. 

2.2 Data Analysis 

2.2.1 Image Analysis 

Histology images were analysed based on the cell density in each of the scaffold’s zones, the neo-

tissue formation (sGAG and Collagen deposition) and the morphology of the chondrocytes’ nuclei 

within the hydrogel, between the three zones. The analysis of the data was performed using the 

Image J v2.0.0 software. Before analysis all images were spatially calibrated using their integrated 

scale bar so that the area values were calculated in mm. For the analysis of the H&E staining, the 

microscope images were first split into the three colour channels (red, green, blue) for the different 

colours to be separated and enable focusing on different objects and areas. Depending on the 

focus of the analysis (e.g. nuclei stained with H&E), the desired channel was selected based on 

how clear and distinct the desired objects look on it. For H&E the best channel for nuclei 

separation was the green channel. Then, for the selected channel the threshold was adjusted in 

order to make the depicted objects even more distinguishable from the background. Using the 

“Analyse particles” plugin and by setting the correct size and circularity range for the particles, the 

software detects and counts the desired objects present in the image. The minimum size was set 

between 5 and 35 pixels, depending on the image, and the maximum size was set at 300. The 

circularity range was set as 0.45-1.00 for all images. This analysis on the H&E images was 

performed using the ROI (Region of Interest) manager. This tool allows working with multiple 

selections on a single image. Based on this principle, each image was divided into three regions of 

interest, corresponding to the three zones of different cell densities, and each of these regions was 

analysed separately from the others using a different threshold and size spectrum depending on 

the data of the region. This process, which customizes the threshold and object size parameters 

for each zone, yields better results in terms of detection and counting of the cells located in 

different zones. It is, therefore, ideal for assessing the cell density gradient between the different 

zones of the scaffolds. The H&E analysis was performed for both scaffold cultures (with and 

without ascorbic acid) and the analysis stages are presented in detail in Figure 19. 
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For the analysis of the Alcian Blue and Picrosirius Red staining, was performed with the use of the 

Trainable Weka Segmentation plugin (Arganda-Carreras et al. 2017). This plugin utilized a 

segmentation algorithm which combines a collection of machine learning algorithms with a set of 

selected image features, to produce pixel-based segmentations. Three classes used for the training 

of the algorithm and the classification of the results: (a) a class for the negative background 

staining of the Alginate, (b) a class for the stained cell nuclei and (c) a class for the positively 

staining areas (areas with darker blue or red colour for Alcian Blue and Picrosirius Red, 

respectively). The training of the algorithm was performed by manually selecting multiple areas 

belonging to each of the classes (using Image J’s selection tool) and categorize them according to 

their corresponding class. After that, the features of the input image were extracted and converted 

to a set of vectors of float values, which is the format the Weka classifiers are expecting. Finally, the 

plugin creates and displays the resulting image. This image is equivalent to the current overlay (8-

bit colour, with each colour corresponding to a specific class) (Figure 18). The training features 

used for the training of the algorithm, were the Gaussian blur, the Sobel filter, the Hessian matrix, 

and the difference of Gaussians. 

 

Figure 18: TWS pipeline for pixel classification. First, image features are extracted from an input image using Fiji-

native methods. Next, a set of pixel samples is defined and represented as feature vectors, and a WEKA learning 

scheme is trained on those samples and finally applied to classify the remaining image data. The user can then 

interactively provide feedback by correcting or adding labels (Arganda-Carreras et al. 2017). 

After training, the same classifier was applied to all the images of the same staining. The plugin 

performed the image segmentation based on the current classifier and the selected features, and 

created a stack of images; each one highlighting one of the selected features. By selecting the 

desired 8-bit color image from the stack and setting an appropriate threshold, we performed the 

area and intensity measurements on the image’s objects, to evaluate the sGAG and Collagen 

content between the zones, at different time points. The semi-quantitative analysis for sGAGs and 

Collagen was performed only on the samples of the second experiment, which were cultures in 

differentiation medium with ascorbic acid. The stages of the analysis are presented in detail in 

Figure 20. 
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Figure 19: (a) H&E image (×10 magnification) of is opend in Image J. (b) The brightness and the contrast of the 

image are each increased by 40%, to get a clearer distinction of the cell nuclei. (c) The image is transformed into 

an 8-bit (greyscale) image by splitting it into the three color channels (red, green, blue). The best channel which 

allows for better distinction of the nuclei from the background, is selected for further analysis (green channel). (d) 

The threshold is being adjusted in order to achieve optimal object seperation from the background. (e), (f), (g) The 

threshold color is shifted to black & white and the regions of interest corresponding to the three scaffold zones 

are set. (h) The three zones are analyzed separately for their cell number and the results of these images are 

evaluated by comparing them with the initial image, using the outlines of the distinct particles. The zones are 

defined from left to right starting from the bottom layer. The scale bars respresent 0.2 mm. 

 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(d) 

(e) (f) 

(g) (h) 
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Figure 20: (a) Alcian Blue image (×10 magnification) is opend in Image J. (b) The Weka segmentation plugin is 

employed to classify the areas corresponding to cells, sGAGs and background stain. (c) The segmented image is 

transformed into an greyscale image by splitting it into the three channels according to the defined classes. The 

channel which allows for better distinction of the sGAGs from the background, is selected for further analysis. (d) 

The threshold is being adjusted in order to achieve optimal object seperation from the background. (e), (f), (g) The 

regions of interest corresponding to the three scaffold zones (bottom, middle, top) are set. (h) The three zones 

are analyzed separately for their sGAGs content and the results of these images are evaluated by comparing them 

with the initial image, using the outlines of the distinct areas corresponding to sGAGs. Scale bars = 0.2 mm. 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

(d) 

(e) (f) 

(g) (h) 
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2.2.2 Statistical Analysis 

All quantitative results are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Statistical analysis was 

performed using the GraphPad Prism 8 software (GraphPad Software, USA, Version 8.0.2). For the 

analysis of the cell density and sGAG and Collagen content, experimental groups were analysed 

for significant differences using a two-way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and the results were 

corrected for multiple comparisons, using Bonferroni’s post hoc test. P-values<0.05 were 

considered significant and the significance levels were subdivided into *(p value ≤0.05), **(p value 

≤0.01), ***(p value ≤0.001), and ****(p value ≤0.0001). For the comparison of the PCL vs the 

PCL+hydrogel stiffness, as well as for the difference in cell viability between the two different 

scaffold designs, an unpaired t-test was performed (p<0.05). Finally, for the comparison of the 3D 

experimental vs theoretical cell density of the homogeneous scaffolds (due to the fact that the 

theoretical values do not follow a Gaussian distribution) a non-parametric paired Wilcoxon test 

was performed with a significance level of p<0.05. 
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3. Results 
3.1 Design, Fabrication and Mechanical Characterization of the 

Scaffolds  

The optimal design and printing conditions of the bioprinted scaffolds were determined based on 

some preliminary experiments presented in Appendices B and D. Based on these results, the effect 

of bioprinting on the stability, mechanical properties and cell viability of the constructs was 

investigated (Figure 21). 

 The PCL and the alginate-based hydrogel were combined into a final design to fabricate the full 

scaffold (Figure 21a). A 10% infill density and a rectilinear infill pattern were selected for the 

hydrogel part, which resulted in 5 fibers being printed per layer of the scaffold. For higher infill 

densities the bilateral over-extrusion of the hydrogel fibers, following the extrusion, resulted in a 

merging of the distinct fibers together, which was not desirable. Figure 21b depicts a 3D 

representation of the resulting scaffold and its parts after setting the desired infill pattern, angle 

and density in the slicing software.  

Combining the designed scaffold with the results of the optimization study, the bioprinting of the 

cartilage scaffolds took place. Figure 21c (left) shows the resulting scaffolds after bioprinting. The 

bioprinted scaffolds were evaluated based on their mechanical properties and cell viability. The 

results showed that the constructs were characterised by enhanced compressive stiffness with the 

PCL framework reaching a mean stiffness of 8.02 ± 0.69 MPa, and the full scaffold (PCL framework 

+ hydrogel) a mean stiffness of 8.35 ± 0.35 MPa. The addition of the hydrogel to the PCL 

framework caused an increase of the compressive stiffness of around 300 kPa, but this difference 

was not marked as significant. A live-dead staining was performed on the full scaffolds (n=2) and 

the images were obtained from both sides of the scaffolds (top and bottom) with a fluorescent 

microscope (Figure 21d). The viability of the selected design was ~98% right after bioprinting.  

The rest of the results regarding the gradient generation and the evaluation of neo-tissue 

formation are structured as follows, in the next paragraphs: section 3.2 includes the cell viability 

data after bioprinting for day 0, 14 and 28, and the assessment of the fabrication and maintenance 

of the cell density gradient which was performed based on the analysis of the H&E images of the 

scaffolds cultured in differentiation medium without ascorbic acid. Following that section is section 

3.3 which includes the evaluation of the ECM deposition in the bioprinted scaffolds. This evaluation 

was performed based on the analysis of Alcian Blue and Picrosirius Red images for scaffolds 

cultured in differentiation medium with ascorbic acid, for enhanced ECM synthesis. Due to this 

addition in the culture medium, an evaluation of the fabrication and maintenance of the cell 

density gradient was again performed, for this batch of scaffolds, and is presented in the 

beginning of section 3.3, before the results of the ECM biosynthesis. 
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Figure 21: (a) Design of the PCL framework (left) and the full scaffold (PCL + hydrogel) (right) with their respective 

dimensions in mm. (b) Schematic representation of the PCL and the PCL + hydrogel parts with a 0°-90° infill 

pattern and a 10% infill density. The image illustrates the distinct layers of the scaffolds’ parts with a highlight on 

the final printed zone (15
th
 zone). (c) Compressive stiffness of the PCL and the PCL + hydrogel parts, respectively. 

(d) Viability data for the selected design, after bioprinting, at day 0. The images were obtained from the bottom 

and top planes of the printed scaffolds (N=2).The scale bars in the live/dead staining represent 100 μm. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 
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3.2 Bioprinting of the scaffolds with different cell densities 

Live-Dead Staining 

To assess the viability of the embedded chondrocytes over time, as well as the generation of a 

gradient cell distribution between the scaffolds’ zones, live-dead staining was performed to the 

scaffolds, at days 0, 14, and 25. The results demonstrated a high cell viability right after bioprinting, 

which was maintained during the course of the experiment, for all scaffolds’ zones, despite a small 

decrease at day 25 (Figure 22). At the same time, the gradient distribution pattern appeared 

visually different from the homogeneous pattern, for all time points, and the images of two 

distribution patterns agreed with their corresponding schematic (theoretical) representations for 

the full duration of the experiment, which indicates maintenance of the patterns. 
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Figure 22: (a) Illustrations of the expected cell distribution patterns, graded (left) and homogeneous (right), 

throughout the zones of the designed scaffolds. (b) Live-dead images of a cross section of the scaffolds at days 0, 

14 and 25. For the graded scaffolds the cross section is expected to yield an increasing amount of green 

fluorescent, when moving from the bottom to the top layers (when moving from left to right in the images), 

indicative of the increasing cell density. On the other hand, the cross section of a homogeneous scaffold is not 

expected to display any significant difference in the amount of green fluorescent between the scaffolds zones. The 

zones are divided from each other with a vertical blue line on the images and the scale bar represents 100 μm.  
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Histological Evaluation - Cell density gradient is maintained across the different zones  
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Figure 23: H&E images of the bioprinted scaffolds cultured in medium without ascorbic acid after 0, 14 and 28 

days showing the localization of the cell nuclei. The images shown in the box on the top left, illustrate a full stained 

slice of the scaffold (scale bar = 0.5 mm), while the higher magnification images on the bottom illustrate a specific 

region of interest of the slice, indicated by a rectangle on the top left image (scale bar = 0.2 mm). The dashed 

lines represent the borders of each of the scaffolds’ three zones (bottom, middle, top). All images were acquired 

using a DM500 Leica optical microscope. 
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Figure 24: Graphs a, b, and c depict the mean and standard deviation of the 2D cell density (number of cells/mm
2
) 

as calculated for the two scaffold groups (graded and homogeneous), for the different scaffold zones (bottom, 

middle, top) and for days 0, 14 and 28, respectively. Each scaffold group was composed of N=2 samples, and the 

cell density calculation was obtained by image analysis of the H&E stained histological sections. The error bars 

show the standard deviation. 

H&E staining was used to count the cell number per area in each sample. It was observed that the 

mean density for the graded scaffolds at day 0 increases from the bottom to the top zone, while 

the density of the homogeneous scaffolds remains constant between the zones (Figure 24). This 

result validates the live/dead analysis on the scaffolds, showing that the bioprinting of scaffolds 

with a cell density gradient into three different zones was possible. Moreover, the cell density 

gradient appears to be maintained for the whole duration of the experiment, after 28 days. Now, 

more specifically, taking a look at the graded and homogeneous graphs only, we can focus on 

some details. 

 

 

(a) (b)  (c) 
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Figure 25: Between-zones comparison of the cell density (cells/mm
2
) within the constructs with a cell density 

gradient and within the constructs with homogeneous cell distribution, for days 0, 14 and 28. The *, **, ***, and 

**** indicate significance of p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001 and p<0.0001, respectively, while the “ns” indicates a non-

significant difference. The error bars show the standard deviation (n=2). 

      

 

Figure 26: Zone-by-zone comparison of the cell density (cells/mm
2
) between constructs with a cell density 

gradient and constructs with homogeneous cell distribution, for days 0, 14 and 28. The *, **, and *** indicate 

increasing significance levels (with p<0.05, p<0.01, and p<0.001, respectively), and the “ns” indicates a non-

significant difference. The error bars show the standard deviation (n=2). 
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The comparison of the cell density between the zones of a scaffold allows the investigation of the 

desired density gradient. Figure 25 illustrates the difference in cell density between (a) the bottom 

and middle zones, (b) the middle and top zones, and (c) the bottom and top zones, for the 

graded and homogeneous scaffolds, respectively, at 0, 2, and 4 weeks of the experiment. It can be 

observed that there was a significant difference between each of the different zones of the graded 

scaffolds for each time point, with the bottom zone having the lowest and the top zone having the 

highest cell density, in all cases. The most significant difference in cell density was found between 

bottom and top zones at day 28. At the same time, the cell density between the zones of the 

homogeneous scaffolds was almost constant for all time points and therefore exhibits no 

significant difference under statistical testing.  

Besides, however, the within-sample comparisons, a comparison of the cell density of the graded 

scaffolds versus the cell density of the homogeneous scaffolds, in their respective zones, can 

provide additional insight on the generation of the cell density gradient. The printing cell density of 

the homogeneous scaffolds was 10×106 cells/ml, which equals the cell density of the middle zone 

of the graded scaffolds. The bottom and top zones of the graded scaffolds were printed with half 

and double cell densities than that of the homogeneous scaffolds, accordingly. The cell density of 

the bottom zones and the top zones in the graded scaffolds remained significantly lower and 

higher, respectively, than that of the homogeneous scaffolds, for all time points. On the other 

hand, the middle zones of the graded and homogeneous scaffolds showed no significant 

difference in terms in cell density during the 4 weeks of the experiment. Hence, it can be safely 

assumed that there was a clear difference in the manner the two scaffold types were fabricated 

and this difference was maintained for the full duration of the experiment.  

Cell Density Estimation in 3D  

After calculating the 2D cell density of the H&E sections of the scaffolds, an estimation of the 3D 

cell density (experimental) was performed. The experimental cell density values were compared to 

the known initial cell density of the cells mixed with the hydrogel, before bioprinting (theoretical), 

to validate the cell numbers seen in the semi-quantitative histological analysis (Table 9). 

Table 9: 3D cell density calculated from the 2D cell density of the H&E slices. 

  
Number of cells/mm

2
 

N
o
 of cells/ml 

(experimental density) 

N
o
 of cells/ml 

(theoretical density) 

  Bottom Middle Top Bottom Middle Top Bottom Middle Top 

D
a
y 

0
 G. 116.09 215.99 298.68 7.28×10

6
 12.40×10

6 
16.72×10

6
 5×10

6
 10×10

6
 20×10

6
 

H. 182.66 180.77 176.9 11.06×10
6
 11.12×10

6
 11.12×10

6
 10×10

6
 10×10

6 10×10
6 

D
a
y 

1
4
 

G. 94.89 186.53 298.8 6.46×10
6
 11.19×10

6
 16.08×10

6
 - - - 

H. 183.33 163.37 179.25 11.06×10
6 

10.32×10
6
 10.93×10

6
 - - - 

D
a
y 

2
8
 

G. 118.62 168.63 307.84 6.48×10
6
 10.69×10

6
 18.26×10

6
 - - - 

H. 146.06 141.56 161.55 9.89×10
6
 8.83×10

6
 10.03×10

6
 - - - 
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 Graded Scaffolds                                          Homogeneous Scaffolds 

  

  

   

Figure 27: Comparison of the initial cell density with which the cells were embedded in the hydrogel, before 

printing (theoretical cell density), and the cell density measured from the H&E histological images of the scaffolds 

at 0, 14 and 28 days after bioprinting (experimental cell density). The ns indicates no significant difference (p>0.05) 

between two values. 

The theoretical and the experimental values for the 3D cell density are of the same order of 

magnitude for all scaffold zones and for all time points, and, the statistical analysis (two-way 

ANOVA with Bonferroni’s test to correct for multiple comparisons for graded scaffolds, and 

Wilcoxon paired test for homogeneous scaffolds) showed no significant difference between them 

for any of the comparisons.  
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3.3 ECM deposited by the cells embedded in the zonal scaffolds 

For the evaluation of neo-tissue formation, scaffolds were cultured in chondrogenic medium with 

ascorbic acid for 25 days. Scaffolds were sectioned and stained for sGAGs and Collagen to 

evaluate the ECM deposition at different time points (days 0, 14, and 25). A visual inspection of the 

images showed an increase in sGAG deposition, in the top zone of the graded scaffolds, after day 

14, which led to a gradient distribution of sGAGs within the scaffolds at day 14 and 25 (Figure 28). 
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Figure 28: Histological images of the bioprinted scaffolds cultured after 0, 14 and 25 days and stained for 

localization of the cell nuclei (Hematoxylin & Eosin), sGAGs (Alcian Blue) and Collagen (Picrosirius Red). The 

images shown in the box on the top left, illustrate a full stained slice of the scaffold (scale bar = 0.5 mm), while the 

higher magnification images on the bottom illustrate a specific region of interest of the slice, indicated by a 

rectangle on the top left image (scale bar = 0.2 mm). The dashed lines represent the borders of each of the 

scaffolds’ three zones (bottom, middle, top). All images were acquired using a DM500 Leica optical microscope. 
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Cell Density Gradient 

To check the reproducibility of the results on the generation of the cell density gradient, the 

bioprinting and H&E staining were repeated, this time with an N=3 samples per condition. These 

samples were cultured in differentiation medium with ascorbic acid, to enhance the production of 

neo-cartilage by the chondrocytes. The analysis of the nuclei localization using the H&E is 

presented in Figures 29 and 30. The results of the cell densities shown in the graphs represent the 

mean of 3 samples for each zone (bottom, middle, top) and each type of scaffold (graded, 

homogeneous).  

      

 

Figure 29: Between-zone comparison of the cell density (cells/mm
2
) within the constructs with a cell density 

gradient and within the constructs with homogeneous cell distribution, for days 0, 14 and 25. The *, **, ***, and 

**** indicate significance of p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001 and p<0.0001, respectively, while the “ns” indicates a non-

significant difference. The error bars show the standard deviation (n=3). 
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Figure 30: Zone-by-zone comparison of the cell density (cells/mm
2
) between constructs with a cell density 

gradient and constructs with homogeneous cell distribution, for days 0, 14 and 28. The *, **, and *** indicate 

increasing significance levels (with p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001 and p<0.0001, respectively, while the “ns” indicates a 

non-significant difference. The error bars show the standard deviation (n=3). 

In Figure 30, a comparison of the cell density between the layers of the scaffolds is performed. It 

was observed that, right after bioprinting the scaffolds (day 0) the difference between the bottom-

middle, middle-top and bottom-top zones of the graded scaffolds is significant, while there is no 

significant difference between the cell densities of the zones of the homogeneous scaffolds. These 

results are in agreement with the results of the previous experiment (N=2), and showcase that the 
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generation of a scaffold with a cell density gradient is indeed possible using the selected 

bioprinting method. However, at day 14, a decrease of the cell density of the middle zone was 

observed, which rendered the density difference between the middle and the bottom zone as not 

significant. Aside from the non-significant difference in cell density between the bottom and 

middle zones, the bottom-top and middle top zones of the gradient scaffolds show a significant 

difference, while the cell density of the homogeneous scaffolds remains almost constant 

throughout the scaffolds’ thickness. For Day 25, the difference observed between the bottom-top 

and middle-top zones of the graded scaffolds was increased to extremely significant (p<0.0001), 

but the difference between the bottom and middle zones remained non-significant. On the other 

hand, the homogeneous scaffolds at day 25 show no significant difference between the cell 

densities of their zones. 

Also, it would be interesting to check the differences between the individual samples, before 

concluding that the three-zone cell density gradient could not be maintained throughout the 

second experiment, as was the case for the first experiment. It was observed that from the 3 

graded samples of day 0, all 3 samples were printed with the desired cell density gradient (three 

different cell densities), just like in the previous experiment (Figure 31a). For day 14, one out of the 

three samples maintained the three-zone gradient (sample 3), while the other two samples 

showed either a very small increase or a decrease from the bottom to the middle zone density 

(Figure 31b). In the first experiment all samples (N=2) had maintained their gradient at two weeks 

post printing. Finally, at day 25, one sample (sample 1) managed to maintain the density gradient 

in all three zones, while the other two demonstrated almost constant densities between the 

bottom and middle zone, and a significant increase between these zones and the top zone 

(gradient with two distinct cell densities) (Figure 31c). The corresponding scaffolds of the first 

experiment had maintained the three-zone density structure for the full 28 days of the experiment. 

 

Figure 31: Cell densities for each of the individual graded scaffolds for (a) day 0, (b) day 14 and (c) day 

25. At day 0, all scaffolds were generated with the desired cell density gradient. At both days 14 and 25 

there is one out of the three samples that maintains the cell density gradient (consisted of three 

different densities), throughout the scaffold’s zones. 

A calculation of the 3D cell density based on the 2D data was performed and the 

calculations are presented at Table 10 and Figure 32. The results showed no significant 

difference between theoretical and experimental values for any of the zones and scaffold types. 

(a) (b) (c) 
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Cell Density Estimation in 3D 

Table 10: 3D cell density calculated from the 2D cell density of the H&E slices for the 2
nd

 experiment. 

 

 

 
Number of cells/mm

2
 

N
o
 of cells/ml 

(experimental density) 

N
o
 of cells/ml 

(theoretical density) 

  Bottom Middle Top Bottom Middle Top Bottom Middle Top 
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 G. 66.92 146.55 267.60 4.13×10

6
 9.06×10

6 
16.25×10

6
 5×10

6
 10×10

6
 20×10

6
 

H. 180.95 207.66 185.89 11.16×10
6
 12.83×10

6
 12.09×10

6
 10×10

6
 10×10

6 10×10
6 

D
a
y 

1
4
 

G. 72.77 77.54 238.51 4.48×10
6
 4.79×10

6
 14.71×10

6
 - - - 

H. 183.33 163.37 179.25 8.55×10
6 

7.30×10
6
 8.00×10

6
 - - - 

D
a
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2
8
 

G. 72.71 77.56 307.84 6.35×10
6
 7.36×10

6
 17.64×10

6
 - - - 

H. 128.60 118.21 130.31 10.84×10
6
 10.35×10

6
 11.02×10

6
 - - - 

 

Graded Scaffolds Homogeneous Scaffolds 

  

  

  

Figure 32: Comparison of the initial cell density with which the cells were embedded in the hydrogel, before 

printing (theoretical cell density), and the cell density measured from the H&E histological images of the scaffolds 

at 0, 14 and 28 days after bioprinting (experimental cell density). The ns indicates no significant difference (p>0.05) 

between two values. 
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Histological Analysis demonstrated different deposition in the different zones of the graded 

scaffold  

Alcian Blue and Picrosirius Red staining were performed to analyze the sGAG and collagen 

deposition in the scaffolds. Pellets made with 250,000 chondrocytes were used as controls and 

provided information regarding the ability of the cells to produce sGAGs and Collagens (which 

indicate the formation of tissue) in a three-dimensional environment. The pellets were cultured in 

the same differentiation medium for 2 and 25 days, respectively, before staining. The staining 

results revealed that the production of sGAGs started as early as day 2 and continued until day 25, 

at which point the characteristic blue color of the aggregated sGAGs became very profound. 

Collagens, on the other hand, would appear pinkish-red with the Picrosirius Red dye, but are not 

present in the 3D pellet environment, for any of the tested samples (N=3 for each time point) 

(Table 11). 

Table 11: Histological analysis of chondrocytes cultured in pellets, in differentiation medium, for 2 and 25 days, 

respectively. Pellets were stained for nuclei localization, sGAGs and Collagens. 

 H&E Alcian Blue Picrosirius Red 
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Next, the quantification of the sGAGs on the scaffolds slices was performed. Figure 33 illustrates 

the amount of sGAGs detected on the Alcian Blue-stained scaffold slices, as the percentage of the 

fraction: 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝐺𝐴𝐺𝑠 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑐𝑒⁄ . 
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Figure 33: (a) Percentage of the total amount of sGAGs (total sGAGs area in a slice/slice area) within the constructs 

with a cell density gradient and within the constructs with homogeneous cell distribution, for days 0, 14 and 25. (b) 

Percentage of the total amount of sGAGs (total sGAGs area in a slice/slice area) between the graded and 

homogeneous scaffolds, for days 0, 14 and 25. The *, **, ***, and **** indicate significance of p<0.05, p<0.01, 

p<0.001 and p<0.0001, respectively, while the “ns” indicates a non-significant difference. The error bars show the 

standard deviation (n=3). 

At day 0, sGAGs amount is expected to be zero, however, it can be observed that both the graded 

and homogeneous samples contain a very small amount of positively stained area (~ 4%) with no 

significant difference between the groups’ values. Despite using Alcian Blue with a pH~1, to 

minimize background staining of the alginate, it is known that alginate can be positively stained 

with Alcian blue due to its similarities to glycosaminoglycans (Shomura 2011). Therefore, this initial 

amount can be considered negligible. At day 14 a significant difference (p<0.01) between the 

amount of sGAGs in graded and the amount of sGAGs in homogeneous scaffolds is detected. 

Finally, at day 25, the percentage of sGAGs on the slice area has increased slightly since day 14, for 

both the graded and the homogeneous scaffolds, - possibly due to the effect of time - but this 

increase is not considered significant. Still, there is a significant difference between the graded and 

homogeneous sGAGs percentages, at day 25, with the graded scaffolds exhibiting a significantly 

higher sGAG deposition. Overall, the total sGAG amount produced during the course of the 

experiment (from day 0 to day 25) was significant for the graded scaffolds, even though the 

production between days 14 - 25 took place at a slower rate than that between day 0 and day 14. 

On the other hand, the total amount of sGAGs from day 0 to day 25 was not significant for the 

homogeneous scaffolds, despite a small increase in sGAGs production between days 14-25.  

A more in depth analysis of the partial sGAGs production within the different scaffolds’ zones is 

illustrated in Figure 34. 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 34: Between-zone comparison of the sGAGs percentage (sGAGs area in a zone/zone area) within the 

constructs with a cell density gradient and within the constructs with homogeneous cell distribution, for days 0, 14 

and 25. The *, **, ***, and **** indicate significance of p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001 and p<0.0001, respectively, while 

the “ns” indicates a non-significant difference. The error bars show the standard deviation (n=3). 
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As previously mentioned, sGAGs production is not expected at day 0. At day 14, the bottom and 

middle zones of the graded scaffolds show no signs of sGAG deposition, since the sGAGs 

percentages are very low and almost constant for both zones. This result is in line with the overall 

observations of the H&E analysis in which, after day 14, the cells of the middle zone had migrated 

to the adjacent zones and the cell density difference between the bottom and the middle zone 

was non-existent. However, the difference between the cell density of the top zone and the other 

two zones appears to have a significant effect on the deposited sGAGs, since the top zone, having 

practically 3 times higher cell density than the other zones, produced 27 times more sGAGs than 

them. On the other hand, the homogeneous scaffolds do not appear to have produced a 

significant amount of sGAGs until day 14. Finally, at day 25, the sGAG formation in a gradient 

manner is established, since there is a significant difference in the amount of sGAGs between the 

bottom-top and middle top zones. 

Next, the Collagen analysis was performed and the results are presented in Figures 35 and 36. 

 

 

Figure 35: (a) Percentage of the total amount of Collagen (total Collagen area in a slice/slice area) within the 

constructs with a cell density gradient and within the constructs with homogeneous cell distribution, for days 0, 14 

and 25. (b) Percentage of the total amount of Collagen (total Collagen area in a slice/slice area) between the 

graded and the homogeneous scaffolds, for days 0, 14 and 25. The *, **, ***, and **** indicate significance of 

p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001 and p<0.0001, respectively, while the “ns” indicates a non-significant difference. The 

error bars show the standard deviation (n=3). 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 36: Between-zone comparison of the Collagen percentage (Collagen area in a zone/zone area) within the 

constructs with a cell density gradient and within the constructs with homogeneous cell distribution, for days 0, 14 

and 25. The *, **, ***, and **** indicate significance of p<0.05, p<0.01, p<0.001 and p<0.0001, respectively, while 

the “ns” indicates a non-significant difference. The error bars show the standard deviation (n=3). 
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The statistical analysis of the samples stained with Picrosirius Red showed that no significant 

amount of Collagens was produced by the chondrocytes of neither by the graded, nor the 

homogeneous scaffolds during the course of the 25 days of the experiment. An increase in the 

amount of Collagen was observed for the top zone of the graded scaffolds at day 25, but this can 

solely by attributed to the contribution of a single sample on the sample mean. This sample 

presented a gradient production of Collagen between its three layers, with the larger amount 

detected within the top zone. However, this difference was not marked as significant by the 

statistical test. This result was somewhat expected, since the histological analysis of the pellets 

revealed no Collagen production in the 3D environment. The discrepancy between the deposition 

of sGAGs and Collagen by the scaffolds’ chondrocytes can also be observed by a closer look at the 

molecules’ localization in the samples (Table 12). 

Table 12: Histological images for sGAGs and Collagen at days 0, 14 & 25, for graded (top zone) and 

homogeneous scaffolds. The 40x magnification allows for a visual assessment of these two ECM components as 

produced by the chondrocytes. The images where captured with the Leica DM500 optical microscope. Scale bar = 

0.05 mm. 
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Table 12 illustrates a close-up observation of the hydrogel-embedded chondrocytes, highlighting 

the differences their surrounding space undergoes at different time-points of the scaffold culture. 

Both graded and homogeneous scaffolds show a clear image of their cells at day 0, in which case 

the nuclei staining (purple for Alcian Blue and yellow for Picrosirius Red) produces clearly visible 

cells, easily distinguishable from the background, which are located within small lacunae created in 

the hydrogel. At day 14, at which point sGAGs have been produced and have started to 

concentrate around the pericellular area, we can see that the lacunae of day 0 have almost been 

completely covered in blue (sGAGs) and some of the cells are also partially covered by a blue 

membrane, which indicates sGAGs secretion. A difference can be detected between the graded 

and homogeneous scaffolds, even though some cells of the homogenous scaffold are also 

secreting sGAGs. The difference is on the color of the background (deeper blue for the graded 

scaffolds), which demonstrates that a larger amount of sGAGs is accumulated on the top zone of 

the graded scaffolds, than in the homogeneous scaffolds. On the other hand, Picrosirius Red at 

day 14 revealed that some cells are indeed producing Collagen, as some of the cells are partially 

of fully covered with a red membrane which covers the initial yellow stain of the nuclei.  However, 

the Collagen produced is in very low amounts because it did not cover up the lacunae nor was it 

concentrated on the surrounding hydrogel so as to cause a significant difference in the 

background color. Also, there appears to be no difference in the secreted amount of Collagen 

between the graded and the homogeneous scaffolds. Finally, at day 25, a significant amount of 

sGAGs has accumulated on the top zones of the graded scaffolds and has started occupying 

larger areas in the in-between space of the chondrocytes. The sGAGs accumulation has reached 

the extent that the purple dye of the cells nuclei is barely visible at day 25. The homogeneous 

scaffolds appear to produce significantly less sGAGs, almost similar to the amount of day 14. As for 

the Collagen, chondrocytes do not appear to have produced any significant until at day 25 and 

only secrete small amounts that partially surround or cover the cells. These observations are in line 

with the statistical analysis of the histological staining of the scaffolds. 
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4. Discussion 
4.1 Design, Fabrication, and Mechanical Characterization of the 

Scaffolds 

In the current project, the goal was to generate a cartilage scaffold of clinically relevant size, which 

would approximate the mechanical properties of the native cartilage of the human femoral 

condyle, and would mimic the gradient distribution of cells which is observed between the three 

distinct zones of the biological tissue. Upon successful generation of this cell density gradient, a 

second objective was to report the effects of this biomimetic gradient on tissue biosynthesis and 

more specifically on the deposition of sGAGs and Collagen after 25 days of culturing the scaffolds. 

The first step towards the bioprinting of a cartilage scaffold was the selection of the ideal materials 

which would allow for the generation of a robust structure with increased mechanical properties 

and would ensure the viability, growth and phenotypic stability of the embedded cells, leading to 

the formation of neo-cartilaginous tissue. Taking into consideration the project’s requirements, a 

PCL-reinforced Alginate/NFC hydrogel was selected for bioprinting, as described in the 

“Introduction” section. 

4.1.1 Cell Type Selection – Cell Culture 

Making the right choice for the biomaterials, however, is only half of the work for the generation of 

a cartilage scaffold. The living part of the scaffolds plays an equally significant (if not more 

significant) role in the success of the construct. Most of the recent bioprinting studies have chosen 

articular chondrocytes usually isolated from animal or human knee for their scaffolds (Chen et al. 

2018, Betsch et al. 2018, Müller et. 2017, Ren et al. 2016). 

In the present study, human articular chondrocytes isolated from the full thickness of the donor’s 

knee cartilage were used for the scaffold bioprinting. A slightly different option proposed by the 

literature is the use of zonal articular chondrocytes isolated from the different cartilage zones. 

These cells differ in terms of growth kinetics and gene expression and contribute to the generation 

of a heterogeneous matrix that mimics natural cartilage (Klein et al. 2009, Klein et al. 2003, Kim et 

al. 2003). However, the problem with this approach is that isolated zonal chondrocytes are not 

always pure and they tend to fuse and mix when printed in neighboring hydrogel fibers. Thus, the 

maintenance of chondrocytes’ phenotype, the high-resolution bioprinters, and effective 

crosslinking between the different cartilage zones is required to bring this concept to real 

applications. The use of zonal chondrocytes – if optimized – could be combined with the cell 

density gradient and it would be very interesting to see the results of this endeavor. An interesting 

alternative to the use of articular chondrocytes could be the use of chondrocytes isolated from the 

nasal septum since these cells have been proven to increase the formation of functional tissue 

(Apelgren et al. 2017, Markstedt et al. 2016). 

However, even though chondrocytes are the most obvious choice for cartilage scaffolds since they 

are the only cell type present in healthy cartilage, their use holds many disadvantages. The limited 
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cell source, the second wound site in case of autologous chondrocyte implantation, or the risk of 

disease transmission or rejection in case of allogeneic chondrocytes, and the ease with which these 

cells lose their phenotype during culture introduce difficulties for the translation of their use into 

the clinic (Nukavarapu et al. 2013). In our study, passage 3 chondrocytes cultured in 2D, in 

differentiation medium can produce Collagen II after 7 and 10 days of culture. However, they 

appear to lose their capacity of producing Collagen when cultured in the 3D cartilage scaffolds 

and this could be an associated with a change in the cells’ phenotype. The extent of de-

differentiation of chondrocytes passaged until passage four has been quantified by Fröhlich et al. 

2007. The results showed a 480 fold decrease in the type II collagen expression after the first 

passage and approximately a 29,000 fold decrease after passage four. In addition, with every 

passage the cells appear larger and more elongated than before. This observation regarding the 

morphology of chondrocytes was confirmed in the current study by a visual inspection of passage 

2 chondrocytes and passage 3 re-differentiated chondrocytes after 17 days of culture (Figure 29). 

Even though the differentiation of the passage 3 chondrocytes had been successful, it appears that 

these cells could never reach the normal phenotype of freshly isolated chondrocytes or even 

passage 2 chondrocytes, in practice. 

Another factor which could affect the gene expression in human chondrocytes is the donor’s age. 

The primary chondrocytes used during the course of the experiment were purchased by Lonza 

B.V. and hence there was no control over the donor’s characteristics. Moreover, the chondrocytes 

used for the 2D culture were probably originated from different donors than the ones used for 

scaffold bioprinting, since they were bought in different batches. Studies have shown that the 

differences between donors in the proliferation rate and post-expansion chondrogenic capacity 

(GAG and Col.II expression) decrease with age (Barbero et al. 2004). This observation is related to 

the fact that only some of the donors respond to the induced differentiation over the age of 40, 

and to presence of high levels of senescence-associated enzymes as donor age increases. 

Moreover, GAG and Collagen II content have presented a high variability between similar-aged 

donors over the age of 40 (Barbero et al. 2004). Therefore, the absence of Collagen expression in 

3D in the present study could be associated with the donor’s age or other characteristics for which 

there was no control over. A future development could be the direct isolation of primary 

chondrocytes in the lab, from a selected donor. 

To overcome the chondrocytes disadvantages, mesenchymal stem cells (Daly et al. 2016, Shim et 

al. 2016) as well as chondroprogenitor cells (ACPCs) (Mouser et al. 2020) and induced pluripotent 

stem cells derived from chondrocytes (Nguyen et al. 2017), have already been investigated by 

researchers to explore their ability to generate functional cartilage tissue. MSCs have successfully 

been used in multilayered scaffolds (atelocollagen/HA) for the reconstruction of osteochondral 

tissue and managed to express layer-specific markers (Col. II for the cartilage part, Col. X for the 

interface between cartilage and bone) corresponding to the different materials of the layers (Shim 

et al. 2016). Also, MSCs have displayed higher values of GAGs and Col. II than chondrocytes and 

multipotent chondrocyte progenitor cells (Levato et al. 2017). Articular cartilage progenitor cells 

(ACPCs), on the other hand, which are mainly located in the superficial zone of articular cartilage, 

allow expansion in monolayer culture without losing their chondrogenic phenotype (Jiang et al. 
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2015). In a recent study, ACPCs outperformed chondrocytes in GAGs and Collagen II production, 

when cultured in gelMA/gellan gum filaments with the incorporation of HAMA. Finally, induced 

pluripotent stem cells, were tested in a Nanocellulose/Alginate Bioink, similar to the one used in 

this study (Nguyen et al. 2017). They managed to maintain pluripotency and produce hyaline-like 

cartilaginous tissue with an increased expression of Col. II and a lack of tumorigenic Oct4 

expression (Nguyen et al. 2017). Besides single cell types, also co-cultures of different cell types 

have been utilized in cartilage engineering. The co-culture of MSCs and chondrocytes, which has 

been selected by a few studies, has been observed to enhance cell proliferation and 

chondrogenesis in vitro, to reduce the mineralization of the cartilage phase in vivo compared to 

the use of only one cell type in a construct (Mesallati et al. 2015) and has assisted the generation 

constructs with a layered distribution of Collagen and GAGs (Levato et al. 2017). This means that 

the generation of zonal tissue formation could, besides the cell density gradient approach of our 

study, be potentially achieved using a cell type gradient. 

4.1.2 Scaffold Design 

Early on in the course of the study it was determined that an alginate hydrogel could not have the 

desired shape fidelity and biomimetic compressive stiffness, and its mechanical properties should 

thus be enhanced with the addition of PCL (Castilho et al. 2018, Daly et al. 2016, Lee et al. 2014). 

Therefore, the question of how much PCL should be used in the scaffold needed to be answered. 

According to a recent study, the maximum PCL percentage used in a cartilage scaffold with 

biomimetic compressive stiffness, generated with the melt-electrospinning writing (MEW) 

technique, was between 3% and 7% (Castilho et al. 2018). For this reason, the upper threshold of 

the PCL volume included in the scaffold was set at 7%. Moreover, in most studies using PCL to 

enhance the properties of their hydrogel, this is done in the form of a mesh where a PCL fiber is 

printed in between every two hydrogel fibers and the fiber orientation is alternating orthogonally 

after every layer (Castilho 2018, Kang 2016, Daly 2017, Shim 2016). However, in our case it was 

determined that a passing of the hot thermoplastic nozzle right next to or on top of the cell-

embedded hydrogel fibers would negatively affect cell viability. Therefore, two alternative designs 

were considered in which the PCL would act as an outer skeleton for the hydrogel, concentrating 

the cell-embedded volume of the hydrogel in the centre and maintaining its shape throughout its 

thickness. To achieve a relative PCL density in the range mentioned above (3% - 7%) with our 

extrusion system, the smallest thermoplastic nozzle (0.2 mm) needed to be used, and the print of 

at least two adjacent PCL fibers (two nozzle passes, one next to each other) was necessary in order 

for the scaffold to be more rigid and avoid breaking during its detachment from the printing 

surface. Taking into consideration these requirements, the final designs yielded a PCL percentage 

of 5.8% (with the top base) and 3.5% (without the top base). 

Two more parameters – besides the relative density of PCL – that are crucial in every scaffold 

design due to their effect on cell attachment, cell proliferation and mechanical properties, are the 

porosity and the lay-down (infill) pattern, with the porosity having a more pronounced effect than 

the lay-down pattern regarding the stress-strain behaviour (Guo et al. 2017). In our case, the 

primary goal of the project was the generation of the scaffold with a three-zone cell density 
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gradient. Therefore, a high and prolonged viability of the cells was the primary concern and a 

larger pore size would support this goal by allowing for better oxygen and nutrition transfer, as 

well as, waste exchange between the cells and their environment (O’ Connell et al. 2017). 

Additionally the growth factors of the medium, the tissue inducing factors and the re-

differentiation factors could be distributed to all the cells easier with a larger network of pores (O’ 

Connell et al. 2017). Scaffold pores of 90μm-120 μm diameter have been proven to favour 

chondrogenesis because they induce the generation of more dense tissue (Monzon et al. 2018), 

while a pore size larger than 300 μm has been proven to provide space for bone formation (Chen 

et al. 2018). However, pore sizes even higher than 400 μm are have been used in cartilage 

engineering studies involving larger scaffolds to overcome cell death due to malnutrition (Gao et 

al. 2018, Castilho et al. 2018, Kang et al. 2016). For our study, given the BIO-X extrusion bioprinter 

and the selected Alginate-based hydrogel, we selected the minimum infill density (10%) in order to 

have visible pores on each of the scaffolds’ layers. A full porosity analysis was not performed after 

printing, but individual pore measurements performed with the Leica DM500 optical microscope 

revealed a mean pore size of 0.230 mm2, which corresponds to square pores of 480 μm x 480 μm. 

The creation of square pores in the hydrogel was selected because it has exhibited a significantly 

higher cell adhesion and proliferation rate compared to other pore shapes, due to the higher 

curvature of the square pores, which is related to higher force concentrations at these regions 

(Aliabouzar et al. 2017, Zhou, et al. 2016). In order to achieve the square pores, the 0o-90o lay-

down pattern was selected, which is the most common pattern in cartilage bioprinting, probably 

because of the high cell proliferation rate it exhibits, even in less porous scaffolds (Zhou et al. 

2016). Besides proliferation, the lay-down pattern, also, affects the type of ECM production (Daly et 

al. 2017), since it has been demonstrated that different lay-down patterns (parallel pattern, 0o-45o 

pattern, and random pattern) have an effect on the morphology and orientation of the seeded 

MSCs (Guo et al. 2018). 

After the specifications of the two proposed designs were set (relative density of PCL, infill density, 

infill pattern), the choice between them was made based on the cell viability after bioprinting. The 

reason for this assessment was because the thermoplastic head, which was used for printing the 

PCL at a high temperature (210o), could have a negative thermal effect on the surrounding 

material and the cells embedded in it. The difference between the post-printing cell viability was, 

as expected, quite significant with the viability of the scaffold without the top PCL base being 1.8 

times higher than that of the other design (Figure 25). Therefore, the design without the top base 

was selected. Before printing, an outer wall of support was added to the final design, surrounding 

the scaffold all around. The support was used to counterbalance the tension between the fibers of 

the PCL, which was created by the movement of the printing head and tended to pull the four 

struts at the corners of the square base inwards, risking the structural integrity of the scaffold and 

jeopardizing its mechanical properties. 

4.1.3 Bioprinting 

An earlier study on the generation of a cell density gradient in engineered scaffolds tested three 

groups of cell densities and demonstrated that the biomimetic cell density group achieved higher 
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sGAG production per single cell (Ren et al. 2016). Based on this assumption, a biomimetic cell 

density for each of the three distinct cartilage zones was applied in our study, with 5×106 cells/ml 

in the bottom zone, 10×106 cells/ml in the middle zone, and 20×106 cells/ml in the top zone. 

When cell-embedded hydrogels are extruded using a bioprinter, they are exposed to shear stress, 

which can cause damage to the cells and affect cell morphology and metabolic activity (Murphy et 

al. 2014). The main factors affecting the shear stress applied to the cells include the printing 

pressure, the nozzle diameter and shape and the viscosity of the mixture of hydrogel and the 

chondrocytes, which depends on the cell density (Panwar et al. 2016). Therefore, with constant 

printing parameters, the top zone of the constructs, which has the highest cell density, has a 

higher risk of increased cell death. In our study, a 27-gauge (200 μm) nozzle was selected because 

high printing resolution (small strand diameter) was desirable, while the dispensing pressure for 

the hydrogel was set 12 kPa - 14 kPa. The effect of the pressure is more substantial than the effect 

of nozzle diameter on cell viability and thus, even though the nozzle diameter was the smallest 

possible, the low pressure during bioprinting enabled a high viability of the chondrocytes after 

printing at day 0, for all three scaffold zones, as seen from the live/dead staining (Figure 34). 

Besides the inflicted shear stress which affects cell viability, the extrusion bioprinting also affects the 

dimensions of the designed scaffolds. In our case, the bioprinted scaffolds had an increase of 0.5 

mm on the x and y directions of the square base, which led to a higher amount of PCL being 

deposited in the scaffold, that what was designed. The hydrogel part also had an increase in its 

dimensions, but this increase had been compensated by a 400μm decrease on both the x and y 

directions from the design. This compensation inhibited the over-extrusion of the hydrogel outside 

of the PCL framework. 

4.1.4 Mechanical Characterization 

The fact that most cartilage bioprinting studies (Chen et al. 2018, Levato et al. 2017, Daly et al. 

2016, Markstedt et al. 2015, Jeon et al. 2013) are using compression testing to characterize their 

scaffolds can be explained from the fact that cartilage, and osteochondral tissue in general, are 

mostly loaded under compressive loads. On the other hand, the employment of tensile or shear 

tests by a few studies is justified by the nature of the specific applications investigated in them. For 

example, a study combined a freeze-drying method with a 3D printing to generate an 

osteochondral scaffold with graded porosity in each layer (Li et al. 2018). For this application, a 

tensile and a shear test is vital, since the non-monolithic design of the scaffold holds a risk of 

separation, after implantation and the only loads that can cause separation are tensile and shear 

loads. Another example is the bioprinting of the cartilage part of a human ear for which a tensile 

test would be more useful than a compression test (Lee et al. 2014). Since the main scope of the 

current project was the generation of the gradient scaffolds and not a complete study on the 

mechanical characterization of the scaffolds, only a quasi-static uniaxial compression test was 

performed for the mechanical characterization of the scaffolds. The limitations of performing such 

a test include the simplification of the time-dependent behavior (viscoelasticity) of the scaffolds, 

and, the lack of information about viscous and/or elastic responses that occur under dynamic 
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loads (such as the loads resembling physiological deformations of the cartilage tissue) (Guimarães 

et al. 2020). 

In general, the compressive modulus of articular cartilage increases from 79 kPa in the superficial 

zone to 2.10 MPa in the deep zone (Datta et al. 2017). In the present study, we tried to achieve 

scaffolds with stiffness close to the mean stiffness of the native cartilage (~1 MPa). However, the 

results for the compressive stiffness of the PCL framework were around 8 MPa and for the PCL 

framework with the hydrogel around 8.35 MPa, which make them almost 8 times higher than the 

desired value. One of the reasons for this discrepancy is the over-extrusion of the nozzle, due to 

the high temperature and pressure used to print the PCL, which created a variation between the 

designed and the experimental relative density of the PCL framework (i.e. the extruded PCL had a 

larger volume than designed). This caused the vertical struts to be thicker (with larger cross-section 

area), thus withstanding higher compressive load. Nonetheless, the achieved framework had the 

lowest PCL percentage that could be achieved, with the given extrusion system, since the smallest 

nozzle and the minimum possible number of adjacent fibers were used. This limitation in the 

resolution of the extrusion systems can be tackled with the use of different techniques for the 

enhancement of the hydrogel properties, which would be able to achieve thinner polymer fibers. 

Melt electrospinning writing is an example of such a technique, which can be used for the 

formation of fibers with thicknesses between 800 nm and 150 μm. A recent study utilized this 

method to generate PCL-enhanced GelMA scaffolds with a low PCL relative density and, hence, a 

biomimetic compressive stiffness of (Castilho et al. 2018). 

The second - and most important - reason for the high stiffness of our scaffolds is related to the 

scaffold design. It is known that stiffness is a general structural property that depends not only on 

the material itself but also on its amount and distribution (shape) (Guimarães et al. 2020) and in 

our case, the PCL framework was printed with a square base parallel to the printing surface and 

four vertical struts, at the corners of the square base, running up its full thickness. This means that 

the stiffness of the PCL framework is governed mainly by the struts, which resist compression. In 

the case of the complete scaffolds (PCL framework and hydrogel), besides the struts there is a 

second mechanism that contributes to the stiffness, at a smaller degree. This mechanism is the 

resistance of the hydrogel which tends to avoid the buckling of the struts inwards, hence slightly 

reinforcing the stiffness of the scaffold. The contribution of the hydrogel to the scaffolds’ stiffness 

was found to be around 350 kPa which lies in the same order of magnitude with previously 

reported stiffness values of 250 kPa for 0.75% Alginate with nanocellulose (Markstedt et al. 2015), 

and 150 kPa for 2% Alginate with RGD (Jeon et al. 2013). 

It is well known that matrix stiffness affects most cellular events such as adhesion and 

differentiation. Thus, an important question, at this point, is whether the high stiffness of the 

bioprinted scaffolds is affecting the chondrocytes in such a way so as to alter their gene expression 

and biosynthetic ability after bioprinting. Due to the fact that the PCL struts – which are mainly 

responsible for the increased stiffness – are located at the corners of the scaffolds and there is an 

absence of PCL fibers at any point inside the volume of the scaffold, it is hypothesized that the 

cells encapsulated in the hydrogel do not sense the stiffness of the scaffold, as calculated from the 
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stress-strain curve, but rather the stiffness of the hydrogel matrix that surrounds them. Therefore 

the chondrocytes’ expression of neo-cartilage markers is not expected to be inhibited due to the 

framework’s stiffness. 

The mechanical characterization described above, was performed to scaffolds that contained no 

cells (the hydrogel used for printing the scaffolds did not contain any cells). For that reason, an 

interesting future advancement of this experiment would be to test the stiffness of the cell-

embedded scaffolds, after 25 days of culture. That way we could determine whether there is any 

difference in the stiffness that could be attributed to the tissue synthesis by the chondrocytes and 

whether this stiffness follows the distribution of the cell density gradient in the scaffold. 

4.2 Evaluation of the Cell Density Gradient’s Generation 

The data from the H&E slices showed an increase of the mean cell density (2D) for the graded 

scaffolds from the bottom to the top zone, after bioprinting, while the density of the 

homogeneous scaffolds remained almost constant between the zones. These trends were 

maintained for 28 days, for both scaffold types. This result validates the qualitative assumptions 

made from the live/dead images of the cells, that the generation of scaffolds with a cell density 

gradient was achieved, using the bioprinting method. Moreover, the cell density gradient appears 

to be maintained for the whole duration of the experiment, after 28 days. 

The significant difference of cell density between the bottom-middle, middle-top and bottom-top 

zones of the graded scaffolds and the non-significant difference between the same zones of the 

homogeneous scaffolds, for each time point, show that two different types of scaffolds have 

successfully been generated. The first, a construct with a varying cell-density depending on the 

scaffold’s distinct, depth-dependent zones, and the second, a construct with homogeneously 

distributed cell density throughout the volume of the construct. 

An alternative comparison between the cell density of the graded scaffolds and the cell density of 

the homogeneous scaffolds, at their respective zones, was performed to provide more insight on 

the generation of the gradient. The printing cell density of the homogeneous scaffolds was 10×106 

cells/ml, which equals the cell density of the middle zone of the graded scaffolds. The bottom and 

top zones of the graded scaffolds were printed with half and double cell densities than that of the 

homogeneous scaffolds, accordingly. Thus, the comparison of the same zones between graded 

and homogeneous scaffolds – if indeed the gradient was generated and maintained throughout 

the experiment – would yield a significant difference between the densities of the bottom and top 

zones, and a non-significant difference between the densities of the middle zones. As indicated by 

the graphs in Figure 25, the cell density of the bottom layers in the graded scaffolds remained 

significantly lower than that of the bottom layers of the homogeneous scaffolds, for all time points, 

the middle zones of the graded and homogeneous scaffolds show no significant difference in 

terms of cell density during the 4 weeks of the experiment, and finally, the density of the top zones 

of the graded scaffolds remained significantly higher than that of the top zones of the 

homogeneous scaffolds for all time points. Based on these observations, it can be safely assumed 

that there is a clear difference in the manner with which the two scaffold types (graded and 
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homogeneous) were fabricated. This difference in the distribution of cell density was maintained 

for the full duration of the experiment. 

Finally, a comparison between the 3D cell density derived from these 2D measurements 

(experimental) and the initial cell density with which the cells were mixed with the hydrogel, before 

bioprinting (theoretical), was performed. The results showed some discrepancies between the 

theoretical and experimental cell density of the samples, but no difference was marked as 

significant. The detected discrepancies between theoretical and experimental values could be 

attributed partly to the merging of a few layers at the interface of the zones, and partly to the 

errors introduced during the calculation of the experimental 3D cell density. The fact that all 

experimental densities of the top zones are lower than the corresponding theoretical ones, while 

the experimental densities of the middle and bottom zones are always higher than the respective 

theoretical ones, adds to the previous explanation, since the top zone only borders with lower 

density zones, while middle and bottom both border with higher density zones. This merging of 

the layers yields minimal results to the homogeneous scaffolds, because there is no significant 

difference in cell density between the scaffolds’ zones. 

It is important to keep in mind that the aim of the experimental 3D density was to act as a rough 

estimation of the initial cell density and not as an exact calculation. Therefore, errors were 

introduced in the calculation of the experimental cell density, as a consequence of the many 

assumptions made during this estimation. The chondrocyte diameter (width) was considered 15 

μm, the scaffolds’ experimental dimensions were considered 8.5 mm × 8.5 mm × 3 mm and the 

zones’ thicknesses were set equal to their theoretical (designed) values. The fact that the 

separation of the zones was done based on their theoretical thickness, might not always be correct 

for histological images, because in some cases parts of the scaffold slice could be torn and slide 

away from the glass slide, hence not being depicted in the image. Also, the experimental 3D cell 

densities were calculated based on the 2D data of only one section per scaffold. However, the 

selection of a very small number of specific sections does not provide an equal opportunity for 

analysis throughout the sample. Hence, in order to avoid selection bias, sections from all regions 

of the scaffolds ought to be included to the analysis (Jensen et al. 2013). Nonetheless, even with 

the introduced errors, the vast majority of the 3D experimental density estimations show a good 

approximation of the theoretical (initial) cell density. 

4.3 Tissue Formation in the Cell-Embedded Scaffolds 

4.3.1 Cell Density Gradient 

The assessment of the ECM deposition on the bioprinted scaffolds was performed in scaffolds 

cultured in CDM medium with an addition of ascorbic acid (AA), since the later has been proven to 

enhance the formation of Collagen by chondrocytes (Farquharson et al. 1998). To check the 

reproducibility of the results, regarding the generation of the cell density gradient, on the scaffolds 

cultured with AA, an H&E analysis was repeated, this time with an N=3 samples per condition. The 

results of the new analysis for day 0 were in agreement with the previous results showcasing that 

the generation of a relative-sized scaffold with a cell density gradient is possible using the selected 
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bioprinting method. However, the three-zone gradient was not maintained, in the replication 

experiment, for the majority of the scaffolds between days 14 and 25, and it rather become a two-

zone gradient defined by a low cell density (bottom and middle zones) and a high cell density (top 

zone). More specifically, at day 14 a decrease of the cell density of the middle zone was observed, 

which rendered the density difference between the middle and the bottom zone as non-

significant. The cell density between the bottom-top and middle top zones of the gradient 

scaffolds maintained a significant difference, while the cell density of the homogeneous scaffolds 

remained almost constant throughout the scaffolds’ thickness. One reason for the drop in cell 

density of the middle zone could have been the increased number of dead cells at this zone, but 

after evaluation of the live-dead staining at day 14, there was no indication of excessive cell death 

for any of the zones. An alternative explanation would be that the cells migrated from the middle 

zone to the adjacent scaffold zones, thus enhancing the density different between the middle and 

top zones and lowered the difference between the bottom and top zones. This migration could be 

due to the increase in the amount of ECM being synthesized by the chondrocytes of the top zones 

at day 14, an outcome which was probably facilitated with the addition of ascorbic acid in the 

culture medium. It is known that in cell-embedded hydrogels the chondrocytes interact with the 

produced ECM. The accumulation of that matrix is especially high in Alginate-based hydrogels due 

to their significant resistance to large molecules diffusion (Mouw et al. 2005). This results in a more 

concentrated, pericellular deposition of the secreted ECM, and hence in an increased interaction 

between the ECM and the cells (Mouw et al. 2005). Moreover, the addition of ascorbic acid (AA) 

promotes Collagen synthesis and enables subsequent tissue specific gene expression, through the 

establishment of cell-matrix interactions (Farquharson et al. 1998). The significant increase in the 

deposition of sGAGs observed at day 14, strengthens the above hypothesis, that ECM might have 

provided biochemical cues to the chondrocytes, that signaled their migration towards areas of 

higher cell concentration (or higher sGAG concentration).  

The results for day 25 are similar to the ones of day 14 for the graded and the homogeneous 

scaffolds. The significant difference (p<0.0001) observed between the cell density of the bottom-

top and middle-top zones at this time point matches the results of the previous experiment, and 

could be attributed to either the increased cell proliferation in the areas of high cell density, or to 

the continuous migration of chondrocytes from the middle to the top zone. However, findings of 

previous studies using chondrocytes in Atelocollagen and Alginate gels, respectively, have 

reported that chondrocyte proliferation is inversely correlated with cell density (Iwasa et al. 2003), 

(Gagne et al. 2005) and thus, the cause of increased cell density in the top zones of the scaffolds 

after 25 days of culture is probably due to cell migration. A proliferation assay during the different 

time points of the experiment would have been a good idea in order to clarify the conditions for 

the expansion of the cell density in the top zones. 

As stated before, the three-zone cell density gradient is not maintained for the majority of the 

scaffolds between days 14 and 25 and transforms into a two-zone gradient defined between the 

combined bottom-middle zones and the top zone. To further explain this claim, we need to take a 

closer look at the gradients of the individual samples for days 14 and 25. At both time points, 33% 

of the scaffolds (one out of three samples) maintained the three-zone gradient, while 67% of the 
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scaffolds (two out of three samples) demonstrated a two-zone cell density gradient, defined by 

constant cell densities between the bottom and middle zones, and a significant increase of the cell 

density between these zones and the top zone (gradient with two distinct cell densities). This 

observation could be attributed to individual differences of the scaffolds generated during 

bioprinting. 

The estimation of the 3D cell density based on the 2D data for the replication experiment showed 

no significant differences between theoretical and experimental values for any of the zones and 

scaffold types and this indicates that the cell counting in 2D is reliable. Cell apoptosis might 

account for the slight decrease. 

4.3.2 ECM Deposition 

Histological Evaluation of the Pellets 

The staining results of the pellets revealed a constant production of sGAGs from day 2 until day 

25, but no production of Collagen, in any of the samples. This observation comes in contrast with 

the immunofluorescent results of the 2D culture, where re-differentiated chondrocytes where 

producing Collagen II even after 17 days of culture. This change of behavior in the 3D culture 

might be an indication of phenotypic instability of the cells which could have led to the inhibition 

of the synthesis of proteins which are characteristic of a healthy cartilaginous tissue (Hall et al. 

2019). A morphological analysis of the samples’ chondrocytes would be an interesting idea which 

could shed some light to the lack of Collagen production and explore potential changes in the cell 

shape, cytoskeletal structure and metabolism which could have altered the chondrocytes behavior. 

However, since the pellets were cultured in differentiation medium, which should induce the 

normal chondrocyte phenotype, another possible explanation could be the lack of external stimuli. 

It is known that the presence of mechanical loading enhances the matrix biosynthesis by the 

chondrocytes and thus, a static 3D culture might not provide the cells with the necessary cues for 

the production of all the cartilage components (O’Conor et al. 2013). 

Evaluation of the sGAGs deposition 

A very small amount of sGAGs (around 4%) was detected at day 0 in both the graded and the 

homogeneous scaffolds with no significant difference between the groups’ values. This falsely 

positive measurement can be attributed the background staining of the Alginate hydrogel due to 

its structural similarity with the GAGs (Shomura 2011) and to detection errors of the extraction 

algorithm, and the image thresholding. At day 14, a significant difference (p<0.01) between the 

amount of sGAGs in the graded and the amount of sGAGs in the homogeneous scaffolds was 

detected. This observation leads to the conclusion that the chondrocytes, which are embedded in 

the scaffolds with biomimetic cell density (graded scaffolds), have started to actively produce 

sGAGs within the first two weeks after bioprinting, and the produced amount of sGAGs is 

significantly larger compared to the amount of the homogeneous group. Finally, at day 25, the 

percentage of sGAGs on the slice area increased slightly since day 14, for both the graded and the 

homogeneous scaffolds, - possibly due to the effect of time - but this increase was not considered 
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significant. A significant difference was, however, detected between the graded and homogeneous 

sGAGs percentages, with the graded scaffolds exhibiting a significantly higher deposition of sGAGs. 

Overall, the total sGAG amount produced during the course of the experiment (from day 0 to day 

25) was significant for the graded scaffolds, even though the production between days 14 - 25 

took place at a slower rate than that between day 0 and day 14. On the other hand, the total 

amount of sGAGs from day 0 to day 25 was not significant for the homogeneous scaffolds, despite 

a small increase in sGAGs deposition between days 14-25. 

Regarding the specific sGAG deposition between the zones of the scaffolds, a negligible amount 

of sGAGs was detected in every zone of both the graded and the homogeneous scaffolds at day 0 

(these amounts can attributed to background staining as mentioned above). At day 14, the 

bottom and middle zones of the graded scaffolds showed no signs of sGAGs deposition, since the 

sGAGs percentages remained very low and almost constant for both zones. This result is in line 

with the overall observations of the H&E analysis in which, after day 14, the cells of the middle 

zone had migrated to the adjacent zones and the cell density difference between the bottom and 

the middle zone was non-existent. However, the sGAGs deposition in the top zone exhibited a 

significant difference compared to the amount of sGAGs of the other zones and this difference is 

proportional to the difference in cell density between the top zone and the other two zones. It 

can, therefore, be concluded that cell density appears to have a significant effect on sGAGs 

deposition by chondrocytes, since the top zone, which had practically 3 times higher cell density 

than the other zones, produced 27 times more sGAGs than them. On the other hand, the 

homogeneous scaffolds did not appear to have deposited a significant amount of sGAGs until day 

14. Finally, at day 25, there is a significant difference in the amount of sGAGs between the bottom-

top and middle-top zones of the graded scaffolds, indicating that sGAGs were deposited in a 

graded manner.  

Unfortunately, the gradient did not follow a three-zone distribution pattern, due to the fact that 

the average cell density of the middle zone decreased significantly during the course of the 

second experiment, and that, in turn, caused a decrease of the sGAGs deposition in this zone. 

Based on the above, it is clear that the sGAGs deposition is directly proportional to the cell density. 

This conclusion comes in agreement with the results of a previous study according to which 

culture of Collagen II scaffolds with a cell density gradient distribution, resulted in a gradient 

distribution of ECM in the constructs (Ren et al. 2016). The researchers observed that tissue 

formation (i.e. sGAG, Collagen II, and PRG4) was enhanced in the superficial zone, where the cell 

density was higher, and decreased with depth (Ren et al. 2016). Regarding the tissue formation of 

the homogeneous scaffolds, they do not appear to have produced significant amounts of sGAGs 

and a reason for that is the lower cell density of the constructs. According to previous findings, 

high cell density stabilizes the chondrocyte phenotype to a greater extent than low seeding 

density, in which enhanced de-differentiation is observed, due to cell spreading (Webb et al. 

2017). In addition to that, the low sGAGs deposition of the homogeneous scaffolds could also be 

attributed to the micro-environment of the scaffolds, which is not biomimetic, as it is for the 

graded scaffolds. The missing biological cues due to the uniform cell density may have caused 
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cells to “sense” that they are not located within cartilage tissue, and thus, to alter their biological 

functions of ECM production.  

Evaluation of the Collagen Deposition 

Moving on to the Collagen deposition, the statistical analysis of the samples showed no significant 

amount of Collagens produced in either by the graded, or the homogeneous scaffolds during the 

course of the 25 days of the experiment. This result was somewhat expected, since the histological 

analysis of the pellets revealed no Collagen production by the chondrocytes in the 3D 

environment. This could be attributed to a lack of mechanical stimuli, or change in the 

morphology of the cells, due to reasons mentioned in the “Cell type selection – Cell culture” 

paragraph. However, most of the studies which have reported neo-cartilage formation on their 

scaffolds, have observed simultaneous production of sGAGs and Collagen, concentrated in the 

zone with the highest cell density and decreasing with depth (Ren et al. 2016), which comes in 

contrast with our findings. The sGAG deposition pattern seems to be followed by Collagen, after 

day 14, without however any of the Collagens amount to be significant in the scaffolds. Even 

though the addition of ascorbic acid in the differentiation medium has been widely utilized to 

increase Collagen synthesis by chondrocytes, in our study it did not have the expected results. 

The difference between previous studies reporting a gradient ECM distribution formed by a cell 

density gradient distribution, and our study, lies in the fact that this is the first study, to our 

knowledge, to generate a cell density gradient using cell distribution patterns with human 

chondrocytes, and thus, it is possible that some cellular mechanisms (related to donor 

characteristics or cell-cell communication) have inhibited the Collagen deposition and have caused 

an absence of Collagen despite the abundance sGAGs (Asnaghi et al. 2018). 

Summarizing the results of our study, the three-zone cell density gradient was achieved in 3 mm 

thick scaffolds using extrusion bioprinting. Moreover, this three-zone gradient was maintained for 

28 days, for all samples (N=2), when they were cultured in the absence of ascorbic acid, but was 

not maintained in the majority of the scaffolds after day 14, when they were cultured in 

differentiation medium with ascorbic acid. Instead, in this case, the gradient was transformed into a 

two-zone gradient regarding both the cell density, and the sGAGs deposition. This observation 

comes in contrast with previously reported results demonstrating the maintenance of the three-

zone gradient in Collagen II hydrogels for 28 days (Ren et al. 2016). However, the same study used 

6 mm thick scaffolds and 0.4 mm thick printing layers in order to generate and maintain the 

gradient, because their previous attempts with 3 mm thick scaffolds had failed due to the fusion of 

the zones during bioprinting (Ren et al. 2016).  

4.4 Limitations of the Study – Future Recommendations 

Cartilage engineering has been widely investigated, with different scaffold generation techniques 

being combined with different biomaterials, and multiple cell types, to achieve optimal results. 

However, there are still questions to be answered and approaches to be explored, before 

complete cartilage regeneration is achieved. 
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The bioprinting of a relative-sized cartilage scaffold with a cell density gradient is a project that 

could be the first step in providing more insight about the way cells communicate and produce 

matrix while in a biomimetic environment. The completion of this project entailed important 

limitations and required making several compromises regarding the factors affecting the 

generation and functionality of the constructs. A deeper understanding of these limitations can 

allow for a just discussion of the results and a clearer path towards future advancements. 

First, the use of chondrocytes may not be translational in clinical use due to their scarcity and 

phenotypic instability. Other cell types, such as MSCs, might be a more viable choice. Second, the 

use of an alginate/nanocellulose hydrogel may not be the best option for bioprinted cartilage 

scaffolds, due to the absence of important components of the ECM cartilage, such as Collagen 

and Hyaluronic Acid, which provide structural and chemical cues to the cells for increased tissue 

synthesis. Decellularized ECM could be another very promising biomimetic biomaterial, since it 

maintains the micro-architecture of the native tissue and alleviates the risk of infections or rejection 

from the patient. Moreover, the static conditions under which the scaffolds were cultured are not 

representative of the physiological environment of the native cartilage. The lack of mechanical 

and/or chemical stimulation down-regulates gene expression of the markers which signal the 

production of cartilage. An important future advancement on this study would be the use of a 

bioreactor for the dynamic culture of the bioprinted scaffolds. Bioreactors allow for optimized 

incubation conditions that mimic the actual physiological conditions of the human body, for a 

faster and better quality ECM production. In addition, further investigation of the mechanical 

behavior of the constructs under shear stress, as well as under cycling loading would provide 

information about the behavior of the constructs under more relative/relevant conditions. Another 

limitation of the current study is the fact that during generation of the scaffolds only one gradient 

was applied to them. In the case of a fully functional cartilage scaffold, which could be implanted 

into the patients’ bodies, a more biomimetic approach should be followed and that includes the 

generation of multiple gradients within the scaffolds, at the same time. A biomimetic distribution of 

zonal marker proteins and growth factors, for example, could assist this endeavor. An additional 

advancement, for similar future studies, would be the morphological analysis of the chondrocytes 

while in the 3D printed scaffold. The use of transfected fluorescent chondrocytes could make their 

detection and imaging within the scaffolds easier and would enable their phenotypic analysis. 

Finally, instead of the low resolution extrusion-based system that was used in this study, and 

affected the dimensions of the printed objects, new methods (such as MEW) should be tested to 

reinforce the hydrogels and tune the scaffolds’ mechanical properties to those of the native 

cartilage. An interesting trend is the incorporation of a fourth dimension (time) in bioprinting to 

fabricate dynamic 3D architectures that can change their shapes under various stimuli by 

employing stimuli-responsive materials (Wan et al. 2020). 
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5. Conclusion 
 

3D bioprinting of scaffolds has been receiving increasing attention recently, due to its exciting 

potential for engineered tissue development. Despite the fact that many studies have achieved 

gradient properties between the scaffold’s zones the generation of a cell density gradient has not 

been investigated in depth. In the present study, we have demonstrated the generation of a 

biomimetic cell density gradient in relative-thickness scaffolds, with the use of extrusion-based 

bioprinting. The study aimed to match the mechanical properties of the generated scaffolds to 

those of the native cartilage and to investigate the biological effects of the cell density gradient on 

matrix biosynthesis. In order to do that, a PCL-enhanced Alginate/nanocellulose hydrogel was 

mixed with human articular chondrocytes to achieve three different final concentrations of cells. 

The different concentrations were used to bioprint two types of constructs: one with a cell density 

gradient (bottom zone: 5×106 cells/ml, middle zone: 10×106 cells/ml, top zone: 20×106 cells/ml), 

and a second with a homogeneous cell distribution (10×106 cells/ml) for the comparison of the 

biological effects of the gradient. The results of the study showed that a distinct three-zone cell 

distribution was established in the 3 mm thick scaffolds, after bioprinting, but was transformed into 

a two-zone gradient during the course of 25 days due to cell migration. This gradient distribution 

of cell density resulted in a gradient ECM distribution, in which the total ECM production was 

positively correlated with the cell density. These findings can shed some light on the effects of 

zonal gradients in cell-cell signaling and behavior, regarding neo-cartilage synthesis, and assist in 

addressing the remaining obstacles, in order to accelerate the translation of cartilage 

bioengineering into clinical practice. 
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APPENDIX A: Optimization of Printing Parameters 

Parameter Optimization of the PCL Framework 

The BIO-X bioprinter has a maximum nozzle temperature of 250 oC for the thermoplastic nozzle, 

and a maximum pressure of 200 kPa (without the use of an external pump). From preliminary tests 

it was determined that a single PCL fiber could be printed in a continuous manner only when the 

print speed was smaller or equal to 5 mm/sec, for all different combinations of pressure and 

temperature. Finally, it was established that the best trade-off between speed and print quality, for 

the PCL, was given at 4 mm/sec and that was the speed chosen for the experiments. Taking into 

consideration the machine’s capabilities, the preliminary tests for PCL, and the suggested 

parameter values provided by Cellink, the experimental conditions tested for the optimization 

study can be seen in Figure 21b. The corresponding designs used to test these conditions, are 

illustrated in Figure 21a, and the means strand measurements are presented in Table 10. 

Based on the data from the graphs in Figure 23, the printed scaffold using 200 kPa and 210 oC 

conditions fulfils the requirements set for geometrical accuracy and constant thickness along the 

length of a printed fiber. Therefore, this combination of pressure and temperature, along with the 

4 mm/sec speed, were selected for the printing of the PCL framework in the scaffolds. 

Poly-caprolactone              Alginate-based hydrogel 
 

8 mm × 8 mm × 0.4 mm             40 mm × 10 mm × 0.2 mm 
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Figure: (a) The designs used for the optimization of the printing parameters for the PCL and the Alginate-based 

hydrogel, accordingly. (b) Images of the two-layered rectilinear PCL designs printed on a plastic petri-dish. The 

temperature ranged between 210 
o
C – 250 

o
C with a step of 10 

o
C and the pressure ranged from 170 kPa – 200 

kPa with a step of 10 kPa. The constructs were designed with dimensions (l × w × h) = 10 mm × 10 mm × 0.4 mm 

and the layer height was set at 0.2 mm. The nozzle size and printing speed were set at Ø 0.2 mm and 4 mm/sec, 

respectively. All images were taken under the Keyence VHX-5000 microscope with the scale bar representing 1000 

μm. 

Table: Mean strand width ± sd measured for all configurations above, at a speed of 4 mm/sec. N/A denotes 

configurations that could not create adequate prints and the strand width shown in bold corresponds to the best 

configuration (geometrically accurate and uniform thickness along the fibers). The tested constructs were printed 

with a 0.2 mm nozzle. The highlighted value corresponds to the best condition as described above. 

Pressure 210
o
C 220

o
C 230

o
C 240

o
C 250

o
C 

170kPa N/A 259.61 ± 34.21 μm 314.27 ± 51.50 μm 336.08 ± 57.10 μm 368.87 ± 63.83 μm 

180kPa 210.12 ± 48.49 μm 269.35 ± 51.75 μm 316.53 ± 56.10 μm 349.78 ± 62.25 μm 375.33 ± 49.72 μm 

190kPa 238.06 ± 73.60 μm 281.82 ± 66.40 μm 342.47 ± 47.97 μm 362.77 ± 63.46 μm 393.86 ± 45.35 μm 

200kPa 255.41 ± 47.10 μm 315.82 ± 58.16 μm 357.00 ± 61.98 μm 403.59 ± 56.23 μm 437.42 ± 76.84 μm 

(b) 
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Figure: (a) Effect of pressure on the mean strand thickness of the PCL constructs, for different temperatures. The 

error bars show the standard deviation of each measurement. (b) Thickness measurement performed on 17 

different points of a scaffold’s fibers. 

 

  

 

Figure: Each of the histograms includes 17 strand-thickness measurements of each of the constructs at a specific 

experimental condition (pressure, temperature). The histograms are grouped together according to the applied 

pressure during printing. The “best” condition is considered the one in which the thickness histogram remains as 

close to 200 μm as possible, and which remains almost constant across the measurements (small discrepancies 

between the thickness points). 

(a) (b) 
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Parameter Optimization for the Alginate-based Hydrogel 

It was determined that a single hydrogel fiber could be printed in a continuous manner only when 

the pressure was higher or equal to 12 kPa. Also, a 25 mm/sec and a 30 mm/sec speed could not 

always yield a continuous print when combined with a 12 kPa pressure. Based on the data from 

the Table 11 and Figure 24b, it is clear that the condition (12 kPa, 20 mm/sec) fulfils the 

requirements set for geometrical accuracy and constant thickness along the length of a printed 

strand. Therefore, this combination of pressure and speed, at room temperature speed, was 

selected for the printing of the alginate-based hydrogels in the scaffolds. 

Table: Mean ± sd of the measured strand width of all configurations tested for Bioink Cellink. The best 

configuration with the most accurate strand width is shown in bold. The tested constructs were designed with 

dimensions (l × w × h) = 40 mm × 10 mm × 0.2 mm. The dimensions of the printed strands were measured after 

chemical crosslinking for 2’. All images were acquired with a Keyence VHX-5000 microscope. 

Pressure 15mm/sec 20mm/sec 25mm/sec 30mm/sec 

12kPa 698.77 ± 61.88 μm 638.40 ± 66.22 μm 632.68 ± 54.65 μm 576.26 ± 30.17 μm 

15kPa 1089.66 ± 88.48 μm 1867.08 ± 362.01 μm 983.28 ± 163.80 μm 952.34 ± 192.78 μm 

20kPa 2004.32 ± 205.60 μm 1454.62 ± 193.85 μm 1471.69 ± 151.37 μm 1398.62 ± 150.01 μm 

25kPa  1281.54 ± 157.58 μm 1814.76 ± 331.79 μm 1357.57 ± 234.65 μm  1592.34 ± 202.01 μm 

30kPa 2234.58 ± 224.58 μm 2016.52 ± 360.55 μm 1867.08 ± 96.10 μm 1648.48 ± 278.52 μm 

  

Figure: (a) Mean strand width vs. Pressure diagram of the Bioink Cellink for different printing speeds. All data were 

obtained using a 27G nozzle, at room temperature. Each data point is the mean of 14 measurements and for 

clarity the error bars are not shown. (b) Normalized POI for the combinations of printing parameters investigated 

for the Cellink Bioink.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 
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APPENDIX B: 2D Chondrocyte Culture  

Differentiation and Immunofluorescence results 

The results showed that the re-differentiation of passage 3 CCs was achieved in 2D culture, after 

10 days of in differentiation medium (Figure 28).  The differentiated CCs, however, never reached 

the natural phenotype of passage 2 CCs (Figure 29). Collagen type II expression was also 

determined in the 2D in vitro culture. Chondrocytes were observed to deposit collagen type II 

from day 10 in chondrogenic conditions (Figure 30). 
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Figure: 2D culture of passage 3 chondrocytes cultured in growth and differentiation medium, respectively, for days 

3, 5, 10 and 17. Scale bar = 100 μm. 
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Figure: (Left image) 2D culture of passage-3 chondrocytes (re-differentiated) cultured in differentiation medium. 

(Right image) 2D culture of passage-2 (differentiated) chondrocytes cultured in growth medium. Even though the 

re-differentiation of passage 3 CCs is successful, there are still morphological differences between them and the 

lower passage CCs. The scale bar respresents 100μm. 
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Figure: Immunofluorescent staining for Actin and Collagen II in 2D-cultured chondrocytes after 7 and 10 days of 

culture in differentiation medium (CDM) (without ascorbic acid). At the day 10 threshold (beginning of re-

differentiation), chondrocytes still produce Collagen II (green). The scale bar respresents 100μm. 
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APPENDIX C: Comparison of the Scaffold’s Designs  

 1st design (with top square PCL base) 2nd experiment (Without top square PCL base) 
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Figure: The two different designs tested for suitability for cartilage bioprinting. The assessment was performed 

based on the viability data of both scaffolds after bioprinting at day 0. The scale bars represent 100 μm. 

(a) 

(b) 
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The best out of the two designs, separated in its individual parts, can be seen in detail in Figure 26. 
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Figure: Designed parts (PCL, hydrogel, and support) and full scaffold in top, front, and isometric view. 
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APPENDIX D: Images of the Bioprinted Scaffolds  

Combining the design and slicing part, with the results of the optimization study and the 

preliminary cell experiments, the bioprinting of the cartilage scaffolds took place. Figure 31 shows 

the final bioprinted scaffolds. 

 

       

 

 
 

 

 

Figure:  Images of a batch of bioprinted scaffolds.  
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APPENDIX E: Mechanical Characterization  
 Design Stress-strain curves Mean Stiffness ± sd 
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8.35 ± 0.35 MPa 
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Figure: Graphical plots showing the Stress vs Strain for each individual construct of either the PCL framework, or 

PCL+hydrogel (n=3). Stiffness is calculated using the steepest line (red line) that fits the stress-strain data obtained 

by the compression test. The graphs were used to visually validate the stiffness calculation performed using the R 

code. 
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